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A B S T R A C T   

Compliant universal joints have been widely used in many applications such as precision transmission mecha-
nisms and continuum robots. However, their nonlinear spatial analysis in terms of load-displacement relations is 
less investigated in the compliant mechanisms community, which are needed to show the physical insight into 
constraint behavior of the universal joint. In addition, the design of existing compliant universal joints is not 
robust to withstand buckling under applied compression loads. This paper aims to address these problems and 
starts from presenting a novel anti-buckling universal joint consisting of two inversion-based symmetric cross- 
spring pivots (IS-CSPs). Two nonlinear spatial models of the IS-CSP and of anti-buckling universal joint are 
proposed, resorting to two single-sheet closed-form kinetostatic models as the first step, respectively. Then center 
shifts, primary rotations, and load-dependent stiffness are parametrically studied under different loading con-
ditions over a load and displacement range of practical interest, namely, point loads, cable-force actuations, and 
varying loading positions. The modeling results of these performance characteristics are shown to be accurate 
using nonlinear finite element analysis. In addition, preliminary experimental tests are carried out to investigate 
the manufacturability of the prototype and verify the nonlinear spatial models. Finally, this paper presents and 
models two new bi-directional anti-buckling universal joints, each with two IS-CSPs and two non-inversion-based 
symmetric cross-spring pivots (NIS-CSPs).   

1. Introduction 

Complaint universal joints are a class of compliant mechanisms and 
have drawn increasing attentions in extensive applications. They have 
many merits such as ease of fabrication, friction-free, no backlash, 
minimal assembly, and high precision [1]. They usually consist of four 
elastic sheets. Dong et al. [2–4] and Palmieri et al. [5] introduced new 
compliant universal joints utilizing four short rods or sheets in a 
compact configuration. These universal joints are applied to form a 
continuum arm robot or are used as a precision transmission mecha-
nism. Bilancia et al. [6] designed a compliant universal joint incorpo-
rating four long crossing compressive sheets, i.e., a joint composed of 
two non-inversion-based symmetric cross-spring pivots (NIS-CSPs). This 
universal joint has been employed as a contact-aided compliant wrist. In 
our previous work [7], we presented a bidirectional anti-buckling uni-
versal joint composed of four short sheets, and analytically analyzed the 
kinetostatic characteristics of the joint in a linear manner. 

The interest of this paper lies in the design of a new anti-buckling 
universal joint using four long crossing tensile sheets, i.e., composed 

of two inversion-based symmetric cross-spring pivots (IS-CSPs) [8]. The 
anti-buckling robustness of the new universal joint is hopefully to 
benefit the stiffness of a compliant continuum robot. Compliant con-
tinuum robots are generally formed with compliant revolute or universal 
joints consisting of compressive flexures and actuated by cables [2,4, 
9–13], where the cable forces only exert compression forces to the joints. 
The joint’s stiffness can decrease with the cable forces and its control-
lable range is small [14–16]. Buckling can easily occur if the cable force 
is more than the critical load [17,18]. 

A single elastic flexure or compliant mechanism can be analyzed 
using many modeling tools, for example, the beam constraint model 
(BCM) [19–23], the principle of virtual work [24–27], 
pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) [28–37], numerical approaches [6,38, 
39], and commercial software based finite element analysis (FEA) 
[40–43]. The BCM is a closed-form model that can insightfully capture 
nonlinearities of a single beam within a practical range of loads and 
displacements [44]. The principle of virtual work is easier to use than 
the well-known free body diagrams because the mathematical 
complexity is reduced, i.e., the unknown variables are decreased by less 
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considering internal forces [27]. The PRBM can quickly test design 
concepts [44,45], but it is not suitable to be applied in complicated 
loading conditions. The numerical approaches, with the elliptical nu-
merical integration as an example, usually take longer in computation 
time than the analytical/closed-form methods [46], and cannot offer 
any parametric insights. In this paper, our analysis will be based on the 
BCM and commercial software based FEA verification. 

Concerning the nonlinear spatial analysis of a single wire flexure, 
Hao et al. [47] applied the principle of superposition and the BCM to 
derive a nonlinear spatial closed-form model under a small-angle 
assumption. The nonlinear spatial closed-form model of a sheet can be 
obtained based on Hao’s work, despite the 3D rotational sequence of the 
sheet and the couplings among several deformation directions during 
the modeling are neglected for practical interest. Sen [27] used the 
principle of virtual work to derive a nonlinear spatial closed-form model 
of a sheet. This model captures the 3D rotational sequence and the 
nonlinear couplings between the bending, axial, and torsional di-
rections. The nonlinear spatial closed-form model of a symmetric 
cross-section slender beam and a rectangular cross-section slender beam 
were reported in [48] and [49], respectively. However, the two 
nonlinear spatial closed-form models are both not suitable for modeling 
a sheet in spatial deformation. Based on those advances [27,47–49], Bai 
et al. [50] developed a nonlinear spatial closed-form model of a sheet 
with the rotational sequence of the sheet being taken into account, 
where the ratios of the length to width and width to thickness are rec-
ommended to be both larger than 10 to ensure accurate modeling. In the 
nonlinear spatial analysis in [47,50], the relationship, between the 
rotational angles of each sheet and those of the resulting compliant 
mechanism in terms of rotational sequences, is not explored, which is 
one of the difficulties in nonlinear spatial modeling of compliant 
mechanisms. The kinetostatic characteristics of a NIS-CSP [1,51–61] 
have been widely studied using nonlinear planar analysis, such as the 
center shift and rotational stiffness. Assuming in-plane motions only, 
researchers have derived the geometric conditions that can lead to the 
smallest possible center shift as shown [52,62]. However, the planar 
analysis conclusions are not valid in the spatial analysis due to 
out-of-plane motions. In this work, the center shift and other kinetostaic 
characteristics of an IS-CSP are analyzed using a nonlinear spatial 
model, which contributes to the nonlinear spatial model of the resulting 
compliant universal joint. This paper specifically addresses these 
modeling gaps and derives two nonlinear spatial models of the new 
anti-buckling universal joint, employing two types of nonlinear spatial 
closed-form models of a single sheet as proposed in [47,50]. 

We briefly summarize several motivations of this paper as follows:  

(1) There is a gap in the design of a new compliant universal joint 
with anti-buckling robustness under applied compression loads, 
which can be used as the compositional unit of a continuum 
robot.  

(2) Nonlinear spatial modeling of compliant universal joints 
composed of cross-spring pivots remains an open issue, which 
will be comprehensively tackled in this paper using two modeling 
methods. The mathematical relationship, between the rotational 
angles of each sheet and those of the resulting compliant mech-
anism in terms of rotational sequences, will be built in particular.  

(3) From a practical loading point of view, three different loading 
conditions, including the point loads, cable-force actuations, and 
varying loading positions, should all be investigated for several 
targeted performance characteristics of the proposed compliant 
universal joint such as center shifts, primary rotations, and load- 
dependent stiffness. 

This paper is organized as below. Section 2 describes the anti- 
buckling universal joint incorporating four long tensile sheets. In Sec-
tion 3, two types of nonlinear spatial models of the IS-CSP and the anti- 
buckling universal joint are derived. Using the presented nonlinear 
models, center shifts, primary rotations and load-dependent effects of an 
IS-CSP and of an anti-buckling universal joint are analyzed in Sections 4 
and 5, respectively, under three kinds of loading conditions, which are 
also obtained by FEA models. At the end of Section 5, the anti-buckling 
ability and experimental results of the anti-buckling universal are dis-
cussed. Section 6 describes two new bi-directional anti-buckling uni-
versal joints. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 7. 

2. Design of an anti-buckling universal joint 

As shown in Fig. 1(a), an anti-buckling universal joint consists of 
three rigid parts, including a motion stage, an internal middle loop, and 
a fixed base, which are serially and compactly connected by two IS-CSPs. 
Each IS-CSP includes two long crossing sheets. By an inversion 
arrangement of two sheets, compressive forces exerted on the motion 
stage of the IS-CSP will lead to tensile axial forces on each sheet to 
achieve anti-buckling robustness. The XJ-axis and ZJ-axis denote the 
primary rotational axes of the universal joint. The intersection of the two 
primary rotational axes is the nominal rotational center of the universal 
joint. The YJ-axis is along the axial direction of the universal joint. Ro-
tations about the XJ and ZJ-axes are the degrees of freedom (DoF), and 
other directions are the degrees of constraint (DoC). Similarly, another 
compact design has an external middle loop as shown in Fig. 1(c). The 

Fig. 1. (Color online) Two compact designs of anti-buckling universal joints: (a) an anti-buckling universal joint with an internal middle loop, (b) the explored view 
of Fig. 1(a), (c) an anti-buckling universal joint with an external middle loop, and (d) the explored view of Fig. 1(c). A motion stage, a middle loop, a base, and four 
compliant sheets in the anti-buckling universal joint are shown in red, green, blue, and grey, respectively. 
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explored views of the two compact designs are visible in Figs. 1(b) and 
(d), respectively. Note that the four long tensile sheets should be ar-
ranged as illustrated in Figs. 1(a) or (c), in order to reduce the unwanted 
rotation about the YJ-axis. 

Compared with the anti-buckling universal joint with four short 
sheets in [7], the proposed design has merits mainly in three aspects: (a) 
it has a larger motion range due to the use of long sheets; (b) it has more 
geometric parameters to facilitate design optimizations such as a mini-
mal center shift; and (c) it can lead to certain desired nonlinear per-
formance characteristics such as load-dependent stiffness. 

3. Normalized nonlinear spatial models 

In this section, we revisit two types of normalized nonlinear spatial 
models of a single sheet, which are reported in [47] and [50], respec-
tively. The normalized nonlinear spatial models of an IS-CSP and an 
anti-buckling universal joint are derived accordingly. The right-handed 
coordinate system and right-handed rule are used throughout this paper. 

3.1. Single sheet model 

The two compositional sheets of an IS-CSP are numbered as sheet 1 
and sheet 2, respectively. The local coordinate system of a sheet is 
denoted as oi-xiyizi with its origin located at the free end, oi (i = 1 or 2). A 
sheet with a local coordinate system oi-xiyizi at the center of the free end 
is depicted in Fig. 2. L, T, and U denote the length, thickness, and width 
of each sheet along the xi, yi, and zi-axes, respectively. 

Throughout this paper, we use capital symbols to denote dimensional 
parameters and use lower-case symbols to denote normalized (dimen-
sionless) ones if not specified otherwise. All translational displacements 

and length parameters are divided by the footprint Ld. Ld is equal to L for 
an IS-CSP, and Ld is equal to the diagonal length of the universal joint’s 
middle loop. Forces and moments are divided by EIz/Ld

2 and EIz/Ld, 
respectively, where Iz denotes the cross-section moment of inertia about 
the zi-axis and is expressed as UT3/12; E is Young’s Modulus of the 
material. For sheet i (i = 1 or 2), we use la, t, and u to denote the 
normalized length, thickness, and width, where la = L/Ld; u = U/Ld; t =
T/Ld; use fxi, fyi, fzi, mxi, myi, and mzi to denote normalized loads acting at 
oi with respect to oi-xiyizi; use dxi, dyi, dzi, θxi, θyi, and θzi to denote 
normalized displacements and rotations of the tensile sheet i acting at oi 
with respect to oi-xiyizi. 

We use Nonlinear Method I (NM I) and Nonlinear Method II (NM II) 
to denote the two nonlinear spatial (kinetostatic) models of a single 
sheet, as reported in [47] and [50], respectively (See details in Appen-
dices A and B), and therefore the nonlinear spatial models of the 
resulting compliant mechanism. In NM II, the sheet rotates about the 
fixed local coordinate systems oi-xiyizi in a rotational sequence of the yi, 
zi, and xi-axes. Ri denotes the rotational matrix of a tensile sheet as 
written in Eq. (1). 

Ri = Rxi(θxi)Rzi(θzi)Ryi
(
θyi
)

(1)  

where, Rxi, Ryi, and Rzi denote the rotational matrices rotating about the 
xi, yi, and zi-axes, respectively, which are formulated as Eq. (2). 

Rxi(θxi) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0

0 cosθxi − sinθxi

0 sinθxi cosθxi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

Ryi
(
θyi
)
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosθyi 0 sinθyi

0 1 0

− sinθyi 0 cosθyi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

Rzi(θzi) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosθzi − sinθzi 0

sinθzi cosθzi 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(2)  

3.2. IS-CSP model 

An IS-CSP is actuated by point loads acting at Os along with loading 
from four cables as described in Fig. 3. Os-XsYsZs denotes the global 
mobile coordinate system of an IS-CSP, which is located at the motion 

Fig. 2. The description of a single sheet i. The shadow lines denote a fixed end.  

Fig. 3. (Color online) The description of an IS-CSP: (a) the global and local coordinate systems shown in a front view, and (b) the positions of four cables (Bn) on the 
IS-CSP shown in a top view. Four coordinates are drawn in red and normalized loads are in blue. 
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stage with the Ys-axis passing through the rotational center in a non- 
deformed condition. The origin Os denotes the loading position of the 
IS-CSP. Two local coordinate systems locate at points S1 and S2, where S1 
and S2 denote free ends of two tensile sheets in a non-deformed condi-
tion, respectively. A cable is fixed on point Bn (n = 1–3, or 4) of the IS- 
CSP, and oBn-xBnyBnzBn denotes a local coordinate system at point Bn. The 
directions of the three axes of oBn-xBnyBnzBn are the same as those of Os- 
XsYsZs. The axes’ directions of Os-XsYsZs, oi-xiyizi, and oBn-xBnyBnzBn 
remain constant over the motion of the IS-CSP. 

The independent normalized parameters to define the IS-CSP include 
α, λ, ls, and h. ls is a normalized horizontal distance from the free end of a 
sheet to the rotational center, as shown in Fig. 3(b), where ls = Ls/Ld. The 
first three items are normalized geometric parameters. h relates to the 
loading position with a positive or negative sign. When the loading 
position is above the free ends of the two sheets, h is positive; otherwise, 
h is negative. The absolute value of h is equal to H/Ld, where H denotes 
the dimensional vertical distance between the free end of the sheet and 
the loading position. We use fxs, fys, fzs, mxs, mys, and mzs to denote the 
normalized loads acting at Os with respect to Os-XsYsZs; use dxs, dys, dzs, 
θxs, θys, and θzs to denote the normalized displacements and rotations of 
the motion stage at Os with respect to Os-XsYsZs; use fcabn to denote the 
constant positive normalized cable force along a cable; use fAn to denote 
the normalized force to bend the IS-CSP; use fxBn, fyBn, fzBn to denote fAn 
components of the IS-CSP acting at point Bn with respect to Os-XsYsZs in a 
deformed condition. 

The rotational matrix of the IS-CSP’s motion stage with respect to Os- 
XsYsZs is denoted by Rs, whose rotational sequence is determined as Eq. 
(3). 

Rs = Rxs(θxs)Rzs(θzs)Rys
(
θys
)

(3)  

where, Rxs, Rys and Rzs denote the rotational matrices rotating about the 
Xs, Ys, and Zs-axes, respectively, which are shown as Eq. (4). 

Rxs(θxs) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0

0 cosθxs − sinθxs

0 sinθxs cosθxs

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

Rys
(
θys
)
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosθys 0 sinθys

0 1 0

− sinθys 0 cosθys

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

Rzs(θzs) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosθzs − sinθzs 0

sinθzs cosθzs 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(4) 

To model the IS-CSP, given four independent parameters (α, λ, ls and 
h), six loading inputs with respect to Os-XsYsZs (fxs, fys, fzs, mxs, mys and 
mzs) and four cable forces (fcab1 through fcab4), the six unknown outputs 
of the IS-CSP’s motion stage (dxs, dys, dzs, θxs, θys, and θzs) are solved by 
using the two single sheet models (Section 3.1), load-equilibrium con-
dition, and compatibility condition of the IS-CSP. 

Step 1: The load-equilibrium condition of the IS-CSP’s motion stage 
with six loading inputs acting at Os and four cable forces in a deformed 
condition is shown in Eq. (5) (See details in [47]). 

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxs
fys
fzs
mxs
mys
mzs

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+
∑4

n=1
DpBn

T

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxBn
fyBn
fzBn
0
0
0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=
∑2

i=1
DpSi

TRzzi
T

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxi
fyi
fzi
mxi
myi
mzi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(5)  

where, i = 1 or 2; n = 1–3, or 4; DpBn denotes a 6 × 6 normalized 
translational matrix for point Bn, and is expressed as Eq. (6); 

DpBn =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

I3×3

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 Bn
*(3, 1) − Bn

*(2, 1)

− Bn
*(3, 1) 0 Bn

*(1, 1)

Bn
*(2, 1) − Bn

*(1, 1) 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

03×3 I3×3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(6)  

Bn denotes the normalized coordinate of point Bn with respect to Os- 
XsYsZs in a non-deformed condition, respectively; Bn* denotes the 
normalized coordinate of point Bn with respect to Os-XsYsZs after mo-
tions of the motion stage, Bn* = RsBn, and Bn = [xBn, yBn, zBn]T; Note that 
when we derive Bn*, Bn* should be equal to the result of RsBn plus the 
center shift of the IS-CSP. However, the center shift of the IS-CSP is 
neglected here because it is about 104 times smaller than RsBn. In the 
following sections, all the coordinates of other points in a deformed 
condition do not include the contribution from the center shift due to the 
same reason; I3×3 denotes an identity matrix. 03×3 denotes a zero matrix; 
DpSi denotes a 6 × 6 normalized translational matrix for point Si, and is 
elaborated as Eq. (7); 

DpSi =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

I3×3

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 Si
*(3, 1) − Si

*(2, 1)

− Si
*(3, 1) 0 Si

*(1, 1)

Si
*(2, 1) − Si

*(1, 1) 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

03×3 I3×3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(7)  

Si denotes the coordinates of point Si with respect to Os-XsYsZs in a non- 
deformed condition and is represented as follows: S1 = [λlasinα, − h, ls]T, 
S2 = [− λlasinα, − h,− ls]T; Si* denotes the normalized coordinate of point 
Si with respect to Os-XsYsZs after motions of the motion stage, and Si* =
RsSi; Rzzi denotes a 6 × 6 rotational matrix about the zi-axis, which is 
shown as Eq. (8); 

Rzzi(βi) =

[
Rzi(βi) 03×3

03×3 Rzi(βi)

]

(8)  

Rzi (βi) denotes a rotation by βi about the zi-axis in the oi-xiyizi coordinate 
system of a tensile single sheet, which is given as Eq. (9); 

Rzi(βi) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosβi − sinβi 0

sinβi cosβi 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

β1 = π/2 − αand β2 = π/2 + α

(9)  

fxBn, fyBn, fzBn can be derived from fcabn in a deformed condition referring 
to the method in [55], as shown in Table 1. 

In Table 1, fAn is calculated as Eq. (10) by using the Euler-Eytelwein 
formula in [63]. γn is the angle between fAn and fcabn as derived in Eqs. 
(11) and (12). 

fAn = fcabn/eμγn (10)  

where, μ is a friction coefficient. 

γn = arctan
( ⃒
⃒xAn − xBn*|/|yBn* − yAn

⃒
⃒
)
, when n = 1 or 2 (11)  

γn = arctan
( ⃒
⃒zAn − zBn*|/|yBn* − yAn

⃒
⃒
)
, when n = 3 or 4 (12) 

Table 1 
The expressions of fxBn, fyBn, fzBn in a deformed condition.  

n 1 2 3 4 

fxBn fA1sinγ1 − fA2sinγ2 0 0 
fyBn − fA1cosγ1 − fA2cosγ2 − fA3cosγ3 − fA4cosγ4 

fzBn 0 0 − fA3sinγ3 fA4sinγ4  
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where, An = [xAn, yAn, zAn]T denotes the normalized coordinate of point 
An with respect to Os-XsYsZs; Bn* = [xBn*, yBn*, zBn*] can be obtained in 
Eq. (5). 

Step 2: The translational compatibility condition of the IS-CSP is 
described as Eq. (13) (derivation details can be seen in Ref. [47]). 
⎡

⎣
dxi
dyi
dzi

⎤

⎦ = Rzi(βi)(RsSi − Si) +

⎡

⎣
dxs
dys
dzs

⎤

⎦ (13)  

where, i = 1 or 2 and Rzi (βi) refers to Eq. (9). 
The rotational compatibility condition of the IS-CSP is derived as Eq. 

(14), which also means the relationship, between the rotational angles of 
oi-xiyizi (i = 1 or 2) and those of Os-XsYsZs in the IS-CSP. Appendix C 
details a generalized relationship between the rotational angles of a 
local coordinate system and those of a global coordinate system in 
consideration of rotational sequences in a parallel mechanism. 

Ri = Rzi(βi)RsR− 1
zi (βi) (14) 

As Ri can be expressed by θxs, θys, and θzs using Eq. (14) and the 
rotational sequence of Ri is given as Eq. (1), θxi, θyi, and θzi can be 
expressed with θxs, θys, and θzs as formulated in Eq. (15). 

θxi = arctan
(

Ri(3, 2)
Ri(2, 2)

)

;

θyi = arctan
(

Ri(1, 3)
Ri(1, 1)

)

;

θzi = arctan

⎛

⎜
⎝

− Ri(1, 2)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

Ri(1, 1)2
+ Ri(1, 3)2

√

⎞

⎟
⎠

(15)  

where, Ri (j, k) denotes the entry at row j and column k of Ri. 

3.3. Anti-buckling universal joint model 

An anti-buckling universal joint is driven by loads acting at OJ and 
four cables as described in Fig. 4(a) through (c). The independent 
normalized parameters to define an anti-buckling universal joint include 
α, λ, lJ, hJ, and h. lJ denotes the normalized radius of the anti-buckling 
universal joint, and hJ denotes the normalized height of the middle 
loop, where lJ = LJ/Ld; hJ = HJ/Ld; Ld = (4LJ

2+HJ
2)1/2. OJ-XJYJZJ de-

notes the global mobile coordinate system of the anti-buckling universal 
joint and OJ denotes the loading position. A cable is fixed on point Qn (n 
= 1–3, or 4) of the anti-buckling universal. OQn-xQnyQnzQn denotes a 
local coordinate system of the anti-buckling universal joint located at 
point Qn. The directions of the three axes of oQn-xQnyQnzQn are the same 
as those of OJ-XJYJZJ. In Fig. 4(d), we use IS-CSP-1 to denote the IS-CSP 
connecting the base and the middle loop, and use IS-CSP-2 to denote the 
IS-CSP connecting the middle loop and the motion stage. Osi-XsiYsiZsi 
denotes the local coordinate system of the IS-CSP-i (i = 1 or 2). OJ and Osi 
are at the same position in a non-deformed condition. Os3-Xs3Ys3Zs3 is 
introduced to assist the derivation of the relationship between the 
rotational angles of a local coordinate system and those of a global co-
ordinate system with consideration of rotational sequences in a serial 
mechanism, the Xs3-axis of which is always perpendicular to the motion 
stage in deformation. Appendix D derives this relationship using a 
quaternion method. The axes’ directions of OJ-XJYJZJ, Osi-XsiYsiZsi, and 
oQn-xQnyQnzQn remain constant over the motion of the anti-buckling 
universal joint. 

We use Rsi to denote the rotation matrix of the IS-CSP-i with respect 
to Osi-XsiYsiZsi (i = 1 or 2), whose rotational sequence is the same as Eq. 
(3); use dxsi, dysi, dzsi, θxsi, θysi, and θzsi to denote the normalized dis-
placements and rotations of the IS-CSP-i with respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi; use 
BIn and BIIn (n = 1–3, or 4) to denote the normalized coordinates of cable 
positions of the IS-CSP-1 and the IS-CSP-2 with respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, 
respectively; use RJ to denote the rotational matrix of the anti-buckling 

Fig. 4. (Color online) The description of an anti-buckling universal joint: (a) the global coordinate system OJ-XJYJZJ and normalized geometric parameters in a front 
view, (b) the positions and local coordinate systems of four cables Qn in a top view, (c) the free ends of four sheets and pully positions in a top view, and (d) the 
schematic diagram used for deriving RJ expressed by Rsi. 
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universal joint’s motion stage with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ, which can be 
expressed by Rsi [64] and the corresponding derivations are shown as 
Eqs. (16) through (21). 

In Fig. 4(d), the normalized displacements of the IS-CSP-2 with 
respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2 can be described by those with respect to Os1- 
Xs1Ys1Zs1, as shown in Eq. (16). 
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs1

dys1

dzs1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = Rs1

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs2
*

dys2
*

dzs2
*

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ and

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs2
*

dys2
*

dzs2
*

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = RYs2*

(π
2

)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs2

dys2

dzs2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦, so

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs1

dys1

dzs1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = Rs1RYs2*

(π
2

)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs2

dys2

dzs2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(16)  

where, Os2*-Xs2*Ys2*Zs2* is the resulting coordinate system when Os1- 
Xs1Ys1Zs1 rotates by Rs1 about the three axes of Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1; dxs2*, 
dys2*, dzs2* denote the normalized displacements of the IS-CSP-2 with 
respect to Os2*-Xs2*Ys2*Zs2*; RYs2*(π/2) denotes a rotation by π/2 about 
the Zs2*-axis in the Os2*-Xs2*Ys2*Zs2* coordinate system, which is 
expressed as Eq. (17). 

RYs2*

(π
2

)
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cos(π/2) 0 sin(π/2)

0 1 0

− sin(π/2) 0 cos(π/2)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (17) 

Then the normalized displacements of the anti-buckling universal 
joint’s motion stage with respect to Os3-Xs3Ys3Zs3 can be expressed by 
those with respect to O2-X2Y2Z2, as shown in Eq. (18). 
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs2

dys2

dzs2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = Rs2

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs3
*

dys3
*

dzs3
*

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦and

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs3
*

dys3
*

dzs3
*

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = RYs3*

(
−

π
2

)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs3

dys3

dzs3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦, so

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs2

dys2

dzs2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = Rs2RYs3*

(
−

π
2

)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dxs3

dys3

dzs3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(18)  

where, Os3*-Xs3*Ys3*Zs3* is the resulting coordinate system that Os2- 
Xs2Ys2Zs2 rotate by Rs2 about the three axes of Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2; dxs3, dys3, 
dzs3, and dxs3*, dys3*, dzs3* denote the normalized displacements of the 
motion stage with respect to Os3-Xs3Ys3Zs3 and Os3*-Xs3*Ys3*Zs3*, 
respectively; RYs3*(− π/2) denotes a rotation by − π/2 about the Ys3*-axis 
in the Os3*-Xs3*Ys3*Zs3* coordinate system, and is given as Eq. (19). 

RYs3*

(
−

π
2

)
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cos( − π/2) 0 sin( − π/2)

0 1 0

− sin( − π/2) 0 cos( − π/2)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (19) 

Finally combining Eqs. (16) and (18), the normalized displacements 
of the anti-buckling universal joint’s motion stage with respect to Os3- 
Xs3Ys3Zs3 can be expressed by those with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 as 
shown in Eq. (20). 
⎡

⎣
dxs1
dys1
dzs1

⎤

⎦ = Rs1RYs2*

(π
2

)
Rs2RYs3*

(
−

π
2

)
⎡

⎣
dxs3
dys3
dzs3

⎤

⎦ (20)  

RJ can be expressed by Rsi as derived in Eq. (21), which is the rotational 
compatibility condition of the anti-buckling universal joint. We also use 
a quaternion method to derive Eq. (21) as shown in Appendix D. 

RJ = Rs1RYs2*(π / 2)Rs2RYs3*( − π / 2) (21) 

We use fxJ, fyJ, fzJ, mxJ, myJ, mzJ, dxJ, dyJ, dzJ, θxJ, θyJ, and θzJ to denote 
the normalized loads, normalized displacements and rotations of an 
anti-buckling universal joint acting at OJ with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ, 
respectively; use fcabJn to denote the constant positive normalized cable 
force along a cable; use fAJn to denote the normalized force to bend the 
anti-buckling universal joint; use fxQn, fyQn, and fzQn to denote fAJn 
components of the anti-buckling universal joint acting at Qn with respect 
to OJ-XJYJZJ in a deformed condition. 

To model the anti-buckling universal joint, the IS-CSP-1 and IS-CSP-2 
are regarded as two basic units. Given the geometric parameters (α, λ, lJ, 
hJ, and h), six loading inputs with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ (fxJ, fyJ, fzJ, mxJ, 
myJ, and mzJ) and four cable forces (fcabJ1 through fcabJ4), the six outputs 
of the anti-buckling universal joint’s motion stage dxJ, dyJ, dzJ, θxJ, θyJ, 
and θzJ can be solved by using the nonlinear spatial models of the two IS- 
CSPs, load-equilibrium condition, and compatibility condition of the 
anti-buckling universal joint. 

Step 1: The nonlinear spatial models of the IS-CSP-1 and IS-CSP-2. 
The nonlinear spatial model of the IS-CSP-1 is given in Section 3.2 

and Rs is replaced with Rs1. We use points S3 and S4 to denote two 
mobile sheet ends of the IS-CSP-2. Then we use S3 and S4, to denote the 
normalized coordinates of points S3 and S4 with respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2 
before the motion of the motion stage, and use S3*, and S4* to denote 
those after the motion of the motion stage. Due to the special arrange-
ments of the IS-CSP-2 as detailed in Section 2, the coordinates of the two 
sheets’ free ends in the IS-CSP-2 are different from those of the IS-CSP-1 
as depicted in Fig. 4(c). S3 = [λlasinα, − h, − ls]T, S4 = [− λlasinα, − h, ls]T, 
S3* = Rs2S3, and S4* = Rs2S4. We can obtain the nonlinear spatial model 
of the IS-CSP-2 by replacing Rs with Rs2; replacing S1 and S2 with S3 and 
S4 in Eq. (13), respectively; replacing S1* and S2* with S3* and S4* in Eq. 
(5), respectively. 

Step 2: The load-equilibrium condition of the anti-buckling universal 
joint in a deformed condition is listed in Eqs. (22) and (23), when six 
point loads act at OJ with four cable forces exerted. Note that we do not 
take the center shift of the anti-buckling universal joint into consider-
ation because it has less effect on the results in a small-angle rotation. 
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxJ
fyJ
fzJ
mxJ
myJ
mzJ

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxs1
fys1
fzs1
mxs1
mys1
mzs1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

;

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxs1
fys1
fzs1
mxs1
mys1
mzs1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

= Rs1RYs2*

(π
2

)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxs2
fys2
fzs2
mxs2
mys2
mzs2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(22)  

where, i = 1 or 2; fxsi, fysi, fzsi, mxsi, mysi, and mzsi denote the normalized 
loads acting at Osi of the IS-CSP-i with respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi. 
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

fxBIn

fyBIn

fzBIn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

fxQn

fyQn

fzQn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

fxBIIn

fyBIIn

fzBIIn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = (Rs1RYs2*(π/2))− 1

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

fxQn

fyQn

fzQn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(23)  

where, n = 1–3, or 4; fxBIn, fyBIn, fzBIn and fxBIIn, fyBIIn, fzBIIn denote fAJn 
components with respect to Os1-X s1Ys1Zs1 and Os2-X s2Ys2Zs2 acting at 
point Bn of the IS-CSP-1 and the IS-CSP-2, respectively; fxQn, fyQn, fzQn can 
be obtained with given fcabJn with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ in a deformed 
condition as shown in Table 2. 

In Table 2, fAJn is derived as Eq. (24). σn is the angle between fAJn and 
fcabJn as derived in Eqs. (25) and (26). 
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fAJn = fcabJn/eμσn (24)  

σn = arctan
(⃒
⃒xAn − xQn*|/|yQn* − yAn

⃒
⃒
)
, whenn = 1 or 2 (25)  

σn = arctan
(⃒
⃒zAn − zQn*|/|yQn* − yAn

⃒
⃒
)
, when n = 3 or 4 (26)  

where, Qn = [xQn, yQn, zQn]T denotes the normalized coordinate of point 
Qn with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ; Qn* = [xQn*, yQn*, zQn*]T denotes the 
normalized coordinates of point Qn with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ after 

motion of the motion stage, and Qn* = RJQn. 
Step 3: The translational compatibility condition of the anti-buckling 

universal joint is shown in Eq. (27). 
⎡

⎣
dxJ
dyJ
dzJ

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣
dxs1
dys1
dzs1

⎤

⎦+ Rs1RYs2*

(π
2

)
⎡

⎣
dxs2
dys2
dzs2

⎤

⎦ (27) 

RJ can be expressed with rotations of the IS-CSP-1 and the IS-CSP-2 
as derived in Eq. (21). If we determine the rotational sequences of RJ as 
described in Eq. (28), the rotational compatibility condition of the anti- 
buckling universal joint is shown in Eq. (30). 

RJ = RxJ(θxJ)RzJ(θzJ)RyJ
(
θyJ
)

(28)  

where, RxJ, RyJ, and RzJ denote the rotational matrices rotating about 
the XJ, YJ, and ZJ-axes, respectively, as represented in Eq. (29). 

Table 2 
The expressions of fxQn, fyQn, and fzQn in a deformed condition.  

n 1 2 3 4 

fxQn fAJ1sinσ1 − fAJ2sinσ2 0 0 
fyQn − fAJ1cosσ1 − fAJ2cosσ2 − fAJ3cosσ3 − fAJ4cosσ4 

fzQn 0 0 − fAJ3sinσ3 fAJ4sinσ4  

Fig. 5. The flowchart of simulating an FEA model in COMSOL 5.0.  
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RxJ(θxJ) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0

0 cosθxJ − sinθxJ

0 sinθxJ cosθxJ

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

RyJ
(
θyJ
)
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosθyJ 0 sinθyJ

0 1 0

− sinθyJ 0 cosθyJ

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

RzJ(θzJ) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosθzJ − sinθzJ 0

sinθzJ cosθzJ 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(29)  

θxJ = arctan
(

RJ(3, 2)
RJ(2, 2)

)

;

θyJ = arctan
(

RJ(1, 3)
RJ(1, 1)

)

;

θzJ = arctan

⎛

⎜
⎝

− RJ(1, 2)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

RJ(1, 1)2
+ RJ(1, 3)2

√

⎞

⎟
⎠

(30)  

4. Analysis of an IS-CSP 

In this section, the NM I and NM II results are compared with the 
nonlinear FEA results of an IS-CSP, in terms of center shifts, primary 
rotations, nominal stiffness, and load-dependent effects. To minimize 
the parasitic motions of an IS-CSP, the ratio of width to thickness of each 
sheet should be at least 20 (see details in Appendix E). L, U, and T of each 
sheet are constant at 150 (mm), 15 (mm), and 0.75 (mm), respectively. 
Ls is fixed at 37.5 (mm) and Ld = L. We use Fxs, Fys, Fzs, Mxs, Mys, and Mzs 
to denote the actual loads acting at Os with respect to Os-XsYsZs. An FEA 
model of the IS-CSP is built-in COMSOL 5.0, and its simulation set up is 
elaborated in Fig. 5. 

4.1. Center shifts and rotations 

Based on point S1 in Fig. 3, the center-shift equations of an IS-CSP 
have been derived in [8] applying the nonlinear planar analysis. The 
center-shift equations of an IS-CSP in the nonlinear spatial analysis can 
be derived similarly, as shown in Eq. (31). 
⎡

⎣
dxc
dyc
dzc

⎤

⎦ = R− 1
z1 (β1)

⎡

⎣
dx1
dy1
dz1

⎤

⎦ −

⎛

⎝Rs

⎡

⎣
λlasinα
− λlacosα

ls

⎤

⎦ −

⎡

⎣
λlasinα
− λlacosα

ls

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠ (31)  

where, dxc, dyc, and dzc denote the normalized center shift of an IS-CSP 
along with the Xs, Ys, and Zs-axes, respectively; Rs and Rz1 refer to 
Eqs. (3) and (9), respectively. 

The effects of λ and α on the center shift of a NIS-CSP have been 
summarized using the nonlinear planar analysis [62]. When λ is equal to 
0.8727 or 0.1273 and α takes a large value, the center shift is the 
smallest. However, the effects of λ and α on the center shift of a 
cross-spring pivot in the nonlinear spatial analysis are different from 
those in the nonlinear planar analysis, especially for the values of λ and α 
of the smallest center shift. Three types of loading conditions act on the 
IS-CSP to explore the effects of λ and α on the center shift, including 
in-plane loads, three moments, and cable forces. In Appendix F, the 
corresponding FEA simulation figures under each loading condition are 
shown in Figs. F.1 through F.3. 

4.1.1. Loading conditions: in-plane loads 
Fxs, Fys and Mzs are constant at 0.1 (N), − 0.15 (N), and 0.025 (N∙m) 

acting at the rotational center of the IS-CSP, respectively. h = λlacosα. α 
is equal to 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ and λ ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with a step of 
0.05. Fig. 6 depicts the results of the two nonlinear spatial models as 
compared to those of the FEA model. 

When λ = 0.5, |dxc| and |dzc| have the smallest values, and |dyc| has 
the largest value. When λ is close to 0.1 or 0.9, |dyc| has the smallest 
value. |dxc| decreases with the increase of α significantly but |dyc| in-
creases with α. α has less effect on dzc. When λ = 0.4 or 0.6 and α = 45◦, 

Fig. 6. (Color online) The effects of λ and α on the center shift and rotations of the IS-CSP with an in-plane-load condition: (a) dxc (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.4%; NM II: 
3.9%), (b) dyc (Max Diffs at λ = 0.5: NM I: 8.2%; NM II: 7.9%), (c) dzc (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.5%; NM II: 4.4%), (d) θxs (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.3%; NM II: 3.3%), (e) θys (Max 
Diffs: NM I: 5.4% when λ < 0.5; NM II: 5.1%), and (f) θzs (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.4%; NM II: 5.2%). NM I, NM II, and FEA are shown as solid lines, dotted lines, and marks, 
respectively. The results of α = 30◦, 45◦, and 60◦ are shown in blue, black, and orange, respectively. Max Diff denotes the maximum difference between the NM I (or 
NM II) results and FEA results throughout this paper. 
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the IS-CSP has relatively small values of |dxc| and |dzc|, and avoids 
reaching the maximum value of |dyc|. |θxs| increases with α considerably 
when α > 45◦ |θxs| under λ ranging from 0.5 to 0.6 is smaller than |θxs| 
under other λ. |θys| decreases slightly with the increase of α and θzs is not 
affected by α. |θys| and |θzs| always have the largest value at λ = 0.5. The 
differences of θys between NM I and FEA results are large when λ > 0.5. 
The NM I and NM II results are mutually agreed in a great extent for all 
motions except for θys. Especially, the results of dyc (or dzc, θzs) obtained 
using NM I completely coincide with those using NM II. 

4.1.2. Loading conditions: three moments 
Mxs, Mys and Mzs are constant at 0.005 (N∙m), 0.002 (N∙m), and 0.03 

(N∙m) acting at the rotational center of the IS-CSP, respectively. h =
λlacosα. α is equal to 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ and λ ranges from 0.05 to 0.95 with 
a step of 0.05. The NM I, NM II, and FEA results are compared in Fig. 7. 
The effects of λ and α on the center shift under the three-moments 
condition are almost the same as those under an in-plane-loads condi-
tion. The differences of θys between NM I and FEA results are large, 
especially for θys under α = 30◦. The NM I and NM II results for all 
motions are close to each other except for θys. 

4.1.3. Loading conditions: cable forces 
The motion stage is driven by four cable forces at points B1 through 

B4. Bn and An are determined in Table 3 and Ld = L. The loading position 
h = − tsinα/2. [fxs, fys, fzs, mxs, mys, mzs]T = 06×1 in Eq. (5). Fcab1 ranges 
from 0.2 (N) to 0.8 (N) with a step of 0.05 (N), Fcab2, Fcab3 and Fcab4 are 
fixed at 0.1 (N), 0.2 (N) and 0.05 (N), respectively. We take μ = 0.1, λ =

0.4, and α = 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ of an IS-CSP as examples. 
The center shift and rotations employing the NM I and NM II are 

compared with those of the FEA model in Fig. 8. |dxc| under α = 30◦

increases with fcab1 more noticeable than the case under α = 45◦ or 60◦

This observation is also valid for |dzc|, |θxc| and |θzc|. The NM I and NM II 
results are still very close except for θys, and the maximum difference 
between the NM II and FEA results is smaller than that between the NM I 
and FEA results. The NM II and FEA results of the IS-CSP at Fcab1 = 0.8 
(N) are listed in Table G.1 of Appendix G. 

4.2. Nominal stiffness 

The nominal translational and rotational stiffness along or about the 
Xs, Ys, Zs-axes are denoted by knom-fxs-dxs, knom-mxs-θxs, knom-fys-dys, 
knom-mys-θys, knom-fzs-dzs, and knom-mzs-θzs, respectively. When a small fxs (or 
a small mxs) acts on the rotational center of an IS-CSP, knom-fxs-dxs = fxs/ 
dxs (knom-mxs-θxs = mxs/θxs). Nominal stiffness along or about the Ys and 
Zs-axes can be obtained similarly. Fig. 9 illustrates the effects of λ and α 
on the six nominal stiffness. 

As seen in Fig. 9(a) and (b), λ has less effect on the nominal stiffness 
related to the Xs-axis. knom-fxs-dxs increases with α while knom-mxs-θxs de-
creases. In Fig. 9(c) and (d), both λ and α influence the nominal stiffness 
related to the Ys-axis. knom-fys-dys decreases with α while knom-mys-θys in-
creases. In Fig. 9(e) and (f), α has less effect on the nominal stiffness 
related to the Zs-axis. knom-fys-dys has the largest value when λ = 0.5 while 
knom-mys-θys has the smallest value. When λ is constant, if α = 45◦, 
knom-mxs-θxs is equal to knom-mys-θys. If α 〈 45◦, knom-mxs-θxs is larger than 
knom-mys-θys. If α 〉 45◦, knom-mxs-θxs is less than knom-mys-θys. 

4.3. Load-dependent stiffness 

When λ is constant at 0.5 and α takes 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦, we analyze the 
load-dependent effects of the IS-CSP, including the effects of axial forces 
on the rotational stiffness and the effects of rotations on the bearing 
stiffness. 

Fig. 7. (Color online) The effects of λ and α on the center shift and rotations of the IS-CSP when three moments exerted: (a) dxc (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.4%; NM II: 5.3%), 
(b) dyc (Max Diffs at λ = 0.5: NM I: 13.0%; NM II: 12.5%), (c) dzc (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.3%; NM II: 3.4%), (d) θxs (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.9%; NM II: 3.5%), (e) θys (Max Diffs: 
NM I of α = 45◦ or 60◦: 6.5% when λ < 0.5; NM II: 5.2%), and (f) θzs (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.6%; NM II: 4.2%). 

Table 3 
The normalized coordinates of Bn and An with respect to Os-XsYsZs. (Numbers 
unit: mm).  

n 1 2 3 4 

Bn [− 100/Ld, 0, 0]T [100/Ld, 0, 0]T [0, 0, 100/Ld]T [0, 0, − 100/Ld]T 

An [− 50/Ld, − 15/ 
Ld, 0]T 

[50/Ld, − 15/ 
Ld, 0]T 

[0, − 15/Ld, 50/ 
Ld]T 

[0, − 15/Ld, 
− 50/Ld]T  
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4.3.1. Rotational stiffness 
In the nonlinear planar analysis of an IS-CSP, the effects of the axial 

forces on the rotational stiffness due to a pure moment are summarized 
in our previous work [8], which also can be employed for an IS-CSP in 
the nonlinear spatial analysis. We use kmzs-θzs to denote the normalized 
rotational stiffness due to a pure bending normalized moment. Am is an 
expression of geometric parameters (i.e., λ and α) and loading positions 
(i.e., h), which is used for controlling kmzs-θzs by regulating λ, α, and 
h. Am = Amgeo + h, where Amgeo is the value of Am due to the contribution 
of geometric parameters, and equals la[− 2(9λ2 − 9λ+1)/(15cosα)− λ 
cosα]. kmzs-θzs increases with fys if Amfys > 0, decreases with fys if Amfys <

0, and keeps constant if Am = 0. 
Mzs ranges from 0 to 0.08 (N∙m) with a step of 0.005(N∙m). 

According to the normalized nonlinear spatial models of an IS-CSP, a 
force of 0.5 (N) corresponds to a bending moment of 0.08 (N∙m). Fys 
takes relatively large values to clearly indicate the load-dependent ef-
fects, including 0, − 2 (N), − 3(N), and − 4 (N). We use two different 
loading positions to verify this, including the rotational center (i.e., h =
λlacosα) and the position where kmzs-θzs remains almost constant (i.e., h 
= − Amgeo). 

Fig. 10 depicts the results of kmzs-θzs, where the maximum difference 
of kmzs-θzs between the NM I (or NM II) and FEA results is less than 5.1%. 
We define ψ = |(kmzs-θzs under Fys = 0) − (kmzs-θzs under other Fys)| / | 
(kmzs-θzs under Fys = 0)| × 100%. In Fig. 10(a), α = 30◦, h = λlacosα and 
Am = 0.192, leading to that ψ is 12%, 18%, and 25% if Fys = − 2 (N), − 3 
(N), and − 4 (N), respectively. It is shown that kmzs-θzs decreases with the 

Fig. 8. (Color online) The results comparison of NM I, NM II and FEA models when four cables forces drive the IS-CSP: (a) dxc (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.0% when fcab1 ≤

0.2; NM II: 3.3%), (b) dyc (Max Diffs: NM I: 7.3%; NM II: 7.0%), (c) dzc (Max Diffs: NM I: 7.4%; NM II: 5.3%), (d) θxs (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.4%; NM II: 2.8%), (e) θys (Max 
Diffs: NM I: 3.8% when α = 45◦ or 60◦; NM II: 5.8%), and (f) θzs (Max Diffs: NM I: 3.0%; NM II: 3.1%). 

Fig. 9. (Color online) The effects of λ and α on the nominal stiffness of the IS-CSP using NM II: (a) knom-fxs-dxs, (b) knom-mxs-θxs, (c) knom-fys-dys, (d) knom-mys-θys, (e) 
knom-fzs-dzs, and (f) knom-mzs-θzs. 
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increase of axial forces significantly. However, in Fig. 10(d), α = 30◦, h 
= − Amgeo and Am = 0, leading to that ψ is up to 0.98%. It is shown that 
axial forces slightly influence kmzs-θzs. We can draw similar conclusions 
when α = 45◦ or 60◦ The various values of Am and ψ are all listed in 

Table 4. When h = λlacosα with α varying, kmzs-θzs decreases by a large 
percent when Am has a large absolute value. The values of kmzs-θzs ob-
tained using the NM II and FEA models with different α, h, and Fys are 
also provided in Table G.2 of Appendix G. 

4.3.2. Bearing stiffness 
We use kfys-dys and kfzs-dzs to denote the normalized translational 

stiffness of an IS-CSP due to fys and fzs, respectively. Mzs ranges from 0 to 
0.04 (N∙m) with a step of 0.005 (N∙m). kfys-dys under each Mzs is 
calculated through applying a series of Fys, where Fys ranges from 0.1 (N) 
to 0.11 (N) with a step of 0.002 (N) acting at the rotational center. kfzs-dzs 
can be similarly derived. kfys-dys and kfzs-dzs are illustrated in Fig. 11(a) 
and (b), respectively. kfys-dys decreases with the increase of θzs and α 
remarkably while kfzs-dzs is less influenced by θzs and α. The effects of α 
on kfys-dys and kfzs-dzs are the same as those of knom-fys-dys and knom-fzs-dzs as 
depicted in Fig. 11(c) and (e), respectively. 

Fig. 10. (Color online) The effects of axial forces on kmzs-θzs: When the loading position is the rotational center (h = λlacosα): (a) α = 30◦, (b) α = 45◦, and (c) α = 60◦

When the loading position is h = − Amgeo: (d) α = 30◦, (e) α = 45◦, and (f) α = 60◦

Table 4 
Values of Am and ψ of the IS-CSP when α, h and Fys take different values.  

h = λlacosα h = − Amgeo 

α Am ψ if 
Fys 

= − 2 
(N) 
(%) 

ψ if 
Fys 

= − 3 
(N) 
(%) 

ψ if 
Fys 

= − 4 
(N) 
(%) 

α Am ψ if 
Fys =

− 2 
(N) 
(%) 

ψ if 
Fys =

− 3 
(N) 
(%) 

ψ if 
Fys =

− 4 
(N) 
(%) 

30◦ 0.192 12 18 25 30◦ 0 0.23 0.32 0.58 
45◦ 0.236 15 23 31 45◦ 0 0.54 0.77 1.44 
60◦ 0.333 21 32 43 60◦ 0 0.98 1.42 2.69  

Fig. 11. (Color online) The effects of θzs and α on the bearing stiffness of an IS-CSP: (a) kfys-dys (Max Diffs: NM I: 3.0%; NM II: 3.8%), and (b) kfzs-dzs (Max Diffs: NM I: 
1.9%; NM II: 2.6%). 
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5. Analysis of an anti-buckling universal joint 

In this section, the NM I and NM II results of an anti-buckling uni-
versal joint are compared with the nonlinear FEA results, including the 
center shifts, rotations, and the load-dependent effects. L, U, and T of 
each sheet are 150 (mm), 15 (mm), and 0.75 (mm), respectively. HJ as 
labelled in Fig. 4 is 198 (mm). Ld of the anti-buckling universal joint is 
equal to (4LJ

2+HJ
2)1/2. We use FxJ, FyJ, FzJ, MxJ, MyJ, and MzJ to denote 

the actual loads acting at OJ with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. In the FEA model, 
the settings are the same as those in Fig. 5. The corresponding FEA 
simulation figures are shown in Figs. F.4 and F.5 of Appendix F. 

5.1. Center shifts and rotations 

We use dxcJ, dycJ, and dzcJ to denote the normalized center shift of the 
anti-buckling universal joint with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ in Fig. 4. The 
normalized center shift of the anti-buckling universal joint is equal to the 
result of adding two IS-CSPs’ center shifts with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ, as 
shown in Eq. (32). 
⎡

⎣
dxcJ
dycJ
dzcJ

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣
dxc1
dyc1
dzc1

⎤

⎦+ Rs1RYs2*

(π
2

)
⎡

⎣
dxc2
dyc2
dzc2

⎤

⎦ (32)  

where, dxci, dyci, and dzci denote the normalized center shift of the IS- 
CSP-i with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ; Rs1 and RYs2* refer to Eqs. (3) and (17), 
respectively. 

The FEA rotations of the anti-buckling universal joint are calculated 
by using the coordinate transformation method of four points, including 
OJ, and three points on the XJ, YJ, and ZJ-axes, respectively. The 
dimensional coordinates of the four points in a non-deformed or 
deformed condition of the FEA model are shown in Table 5, where a, b, 
and c denote the three points in the FEA model along the XJ, YJ, and ZJ- 
axes in a non-deformed condition, respectively; OJ*, a*, b*, and c* 
denote the three points after motions of the motion stage; corresponding 
bold symbols of the four points denote the dimensional coordinates with 
respect to OJ- XJYJZJ. RJ of the FEA model can be obtained by solving 
Eq. (33). Then the rotations of the FEA model can be solved by 
substituting RJ into Eq. (30). 

OJ
*a*

̅̅̅→
= RJOJa

̅→
;OJ

*b*
̅̅̅→

= RJOJb
̅̅→

;OJ
*c*

̅̅̅→
= RJOJc

̅→ (33)  

where, OJa
̅→

= a − OJ; OJ
*a*

̅̅̅→
= a* − OJ

*;OJb
̅̅→

= b − OJ; OJ
*b*

̅̅̅→
= b* −

OJ
*;OJc
̅→

= c − OJ; OJ
*c*

̅̅̅→
= c* − OJ

*. 

5.1.1. Loading conditions: three moments and a compressive axial force 
FyJ, MxJ, MyJ, and MzJ are fixed at − 0.1 (N), 0.02 (N∙m), 0.01 (N∙m), 

and 0.025 (N∙m), respectively, acting at the rotational center of the anti- 
buckling universal joint (i.e., h = λlacosα). In this simulation, LJ = 270 
(mm), Ld = 575.16 (mm), λ ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step of 0.1 and 
α takes 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ The NM I, NM II, and FEA results are visible in 
Fig. 12. 

When λ = 0.5, |dxcJ| and |dzcJ| have the smallest values but |dycJ| has 
the largest value. When λ is close to 0.1 or 0.9, |dycJ| has the smallest 
value. |dxcJ| and |dzcJ| decrease with the increase of α while |dycJ| in-
creases. When α > 45◦, α has less effect on |dxcJ| and |dzcJ|. Therefore, 
the anti-buckling universal joint under λ = 0.4 or 0.6 and α = 45◦, has 
relatively small values of |dxcJ| and |dzcJ|, and prevents reaching the 
maximum value of |dycJ|. As observed in Fig. 12(d) to (f), rotations are 
influenced by λ remarkably and have the largest values when λ = 0.5, 

Table 5 
The dimensional coordinates of the four points in the FEA model with respect to 
OJ-XJYJZJ (ΔXO, ΔYO, ΔZO, ΔXa, ΔYa, ΔZa, ΔXb, ΔYb, ΔZb, ΔXc, ΔYc, and ΔZc are the 
dimensional displacements of the four points obtained from the FEA model after 
motions, Unit: mm).  

Non-deformed 
condition 

OJ a b c 

Dimensional 
coordinates 

[0, 0, 0]T [1, 0, 0]T [0, 1, 0]T [0, 0, 1]T 

Deformed 
condition 

OJ* a* b* c* 

Dimensional 
coordinates 

[ΔXO, ΔYO, 
ΔZO]T 

[1+ΔXa, ΔYa, 
ΔZa]T 

[ΔXb, 1+ΔYb, 
ΔZb]T 

[ΔXc, ΔYc, 
1+ΔZc]T  

Fig. 12. (Color online) The effects of λ and α on the center shift and rotations of the anti-buckling universal joint when three moments and a compressive axial force 
exerted: (a) dxcJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.4%; NM II: 1.9%), (b) dycJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 10.9%; NM II: 6.3%), (c) dzcJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.0%; NM II: 4.6%), (d) θxJ (Max Diffs: 
NM I: 4.8%; NM II: 4.9%), (e) θyJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 6.8%; NM II: 6.7%), and (f) θzJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.5%; NM II: 4.6%). 
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and they are almost not affected by α. 
On the other hand, we analyze the effect of the anti-buckling uni-

versal joint’s radius (LJ) on the center shift. LJ takes 130 (mm), 170 
(mm) or 270 (mm), λ = 0.4, and α = 45◦ Ld is equal to 326.81 (mm), 
393.45 (mm) and 575.16 (mm), respectively. Fys = − 0.1 (N), Mxs = 0.02 
(N∙m), and Mzs ranges from 0.002 (N∙m) to 0.024 (N∙m) with a step of 
0.002 (N∙m) acting on the rotational center. The center shift increases 
with the increase of LJ, as described in Fig. 13. Note that we use Mzs 
rather than mzs to depict Fig. 13 because mzs varies with Ld. 

5.1.2. Loading conditions: cable forces 
The anti-buckling universal joint is driven by four cables at Q1 

through Q4. We determine Qn and An as listed in Table 6. BIn and BIIn are 
with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 and Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, respectively, and their 
expressions are the same as Qn. The loading position is h = − tsinα/2. 
[fxJ, fyJ, fzJ, mxJ, myJ, mzJ]T = 06×1. FcabJ1 ranges from 0.2 (N) to 0.8 (N) 
with a step of 0.05 (N). FcabJ2, FcabJ3, and FcabJ4 are constant at 0.1 (N), 
0.5 (N) and 0.05 (N), respectively. We take LJ = 140 (mm), Ld = 342.9 
(mm), μ = 0.1, λ = 0.4, and α = 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ as examples. The NM I, 
NM II, and FEA results are compared in Fig. 14. 

Except for dycJ, the normalized displacements and rotations under α 
= 30◦ always have larger absolute values than those under α = 45◦ or 
60◦ When α = 30◦, the differences of dycJ between the NM I and FEA 
results are relatively large. However, the differences of dycJ between NM 
I (or NM II) and FEA results are small under other α values. The NM II 
and FEA results of an anti-buckling universal joint under FcabJ1 = 0.8 (N) 
are provided in Table G.1 of Appendix G. 

Fig. 13. (Color online) The effects of LJ on the center shift of the anti-buckling universal joint: (a) dxcJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 5.1%; NM II: 3.3%), (b) dycJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 
2.1%; NM II: 1.3%), and (c) dzcJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.5%; NM II: 4.4%). 

Table 6 
The normalized coordinates of Qn and An with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. (The 
number unit: mm).  

n 1 2 3 4 

Qn [− 180/Ld, 0, 0]T [180/Ld, 0, 0]T [0, 0, 180/Ld]T [0, 0, − 180/Ld]T 

An [− 50/Ld, − 15/ 
Ld, 0]T 

[50/Ld, − 15/ 
Ld, 0]T 

[0, − 15/Ld, 50/ 
Ld]T 

[0, − 15/Ld, 
− 50/Ld]T  

Fig. 14. (Color online) The NM I, NM II and FEA results of the anti-buckling universal joint with four cable forces: (a) dxcJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 6.8%; NM II: 6.2%), (b) 
dycJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 10.3%; NM II: 2.3%), (c) dzcJ (Max Diff: NM I: 5.5%; NM II: 1.1%), (d) θxJ (Max Diff: NM I: 2.8%; NM II: 2.7%), (e) θyJ (Max Diff: NM I: 5.9%; 
NM II: 7.2%), and (f) θzJ (Max Diff: NM I: 3.3%; NM II: 3.7%). 
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5.2. Load-dependent stiffness 

In this section, LJ and λ are constant at 140 (mm) and 0.5, respec-
tively, and α takes 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ We use the normalized rotational 
stiffness due to mzJ (denoted by kmzJ-θzJ) as an example. The analysis of 
the rotational stiffness about the XJ-axis can be derived similarly. 

5.2.1. Rotational stiffness 
MzJ ranges from 0 to 0.048 (N∙m) with a step of 0.004 (N∙m). FyJ 

takes 0, − 1 (N), − 1.5 (N), or − 2 (N). Similar to Section 4.3.1, we use ψJ 
to denote the change rate of kmzJ-θzJ, where ψJ = |(kmzJ-θzJ under FyJ = 0) 
− (kmzJ-θzJ under other FyJ)| / |(kmzJ-θzJ under FyJ = 0)| × 100%. The 
various values of Am and ψJ are summarized in Table 7, which can lead 
to the same conclusion in Section 4.3.1, and kmzJ-θzJ can also be 
controlled by regulating geometric parameters and loading conditions of 
an anti-buckling universal joint. The maximum difference of kmzJ-θzJ 
between the NM I (or NM II) and FEA results is less than 4.9%. The 
values of kmzJ-θzJ of NM II and FEA models under different values of α, h, 
and FyJ are also provided in Table G.3 of Appendix G. 

5.2.2. Bearing stiffness 
We use kfyJ-dyJ and kfzJ-dzJ to denote the normalized translational 

stiffness only due to fyJ and fzJ, respectively, and use kmyJ-θyJ to denote 
the normalized rotational stiffness only due to myJ. The loading condi-
tions for calculating kfyJ-dyJ and kfzJ-dzJ are the same as those of Section 
4.3.2, and MyJ ranges from 0.01 (N∙m) to 0.011 (N∙m) with a step of 
0.002 (N∙m) for calculating kmyJ-θyJ. 

The NM I, NM II, and FEA results can be seen in Fig. 15. θzJ has less 
effect on kfyJ-dyJ and kfzJ-dzJ. kfyJ-dyJ increases with α while kfzJ-dzJ de-
creases with α. Compared to kmyJ-θyJ under a small α, kmyJ-θyJ under a 
large α has a large initial value and decreases quickly with the increase 
of θzJ. kmyJ-θyJ under a small α decreases slowly with θzJ, and the small 
initial value can be increased by enlarging the sheet width (See details in 
Appendix E). 

5.3. Buckling analysis 

The traditional universal joint is composed of two NIS-CSPs arranged 
in series. In contrast to the traditional universal joint, the anti-buckling 
universal joint improves the buckling in two aspects when compressive 

Table 7 
Am and ψJ of the anti-buckling universal joint when α, h, and FyJ take different values.  

h = λlacosα h = − Amgeo 

α Am ψJ if FyJ = − 1 (N) 
(%) 

ψJ if FyJ = − 1.5 (N) 
(%) 

ψJ if FyJ = − 2 (N) 
(%) 

α Am ψJ if FyJ = − 1 (N) 
(%) 

ψJ if FyJ = − 1.5 (N) 
(%) 

ψJ if FyJ = − 2 (N) 
(%) 

30◦ 0.084 7 8 12 30◦ 0 0.35 0.43 0.49 
45◦ 0.103 11 14 21 45◦ 0 0.85 1.20 1.76 
60◦ 0.146 16 20 32 60◦ 0 1.65 2.38 3.78  

Fig. 15. (Color online) The bearing stiffness decreases with rotations about the ZJ-axis: (a) kfyJ-dyJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 3.5%; NM II: 2.5%), (b) kfzJ-dzJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 
0.9%; NM II: 1.4%), and (c) kmyJ-θyJ (Max Diffs: NM I: 4.9%; NM II: 3.4%). 

Fig. 16. The axial loading comparison between a traditional universal joint and an anti-buckling universal joint: (a) the normalized axial stiffness-displacement 
relations from FEA models, (b) the total displacement of the traditional universal joint with the middle loop hidden at dyJ = − 2.9 × 10− 4 (the scale factor of the 
3D-plot deformation in COMSOL is 10 here for a clear sheet deformation), and (c) the total displacement of the anti-buckling universal joint with the base hidden at 
dyJ = − 2.9 × 10− 4. 
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axial forces are exerted, including first-order buckling in the rotational 
direction and second-order buckling in the axial (bearing) direction (i.e., 
Y axis). 

From the analysis of Sections 4.3.1 and 5.2.1, the effects of axial 
forces on the rotational stiffness (related to first-order buckling) of the 
universal joint due to a pure moment are almost the same as those of a 
planar cross-spring pivot as reported in [8]. We can have the similar 
findings that the anti-buckling universal joint has more geometric design 
options to avoid first-order buckling in the rotational direction. 

We utilize nonlinear FEA to simulate the second-order buckling in 
the axial direction of the two universal joints including an anti-buckling 
and traditional universal joint. The two universal joints have the same 
geometric parameters (LJ = 140 mm, HJ = 198 mm, L = 150 mm, U =
15 mm, T = 0.75 mm, λ = 0.4, α = 45◦) and loading conditions at the 
motion-stage center. A series of compressive prescribed axial displace-
ments are applied at the motion-stage center of each universal joint, 
ranging from − 0.005 (mm) to − 0.1 (mm) with a step of − 0.005 (mm), 
and only the axial displacements are allowed during this simulation. The 
normalized axial stiffness-displacement relations are plotted as shown in 
Fig. 16(a). The traditional universal joint suffers from the second-order 
buckling after a critical axial force/displacement while the anti-buckling 
universal joint can always maintain a high axial stiffness. The FEA de-
formations of the two universal joints are shown in Fig. 16(b) and (c), 
respectively. If the anti-buckling universal joint is tensioned for a 
different purpose, the sheets of the anti-buckling universal joint can 
suffer from the second-order buckling in the axial direction, which in-
spires us to design two novel universal joints as discussed in Section 6. 
We can also manipulate a wire beam to connect the motion stage and the 
base in the anti-buckling universal joint as did in [7], to prevent the 
second-order buckling in bi-direction. 

5.4. Fabrication and experiment 

In this section, we fabricate a prototype of the anti-buckling 

universal joint and evaluate its rotational stiffness and load-dependent 
stiffness. Here, the load-dependent stiffness is referred to the effect of 
axial compressive forces on its rotational stiffness. 

5.4.1. Fabrication 
We select a tough PLA as the material of the rigid parts (i.e., a motion 

stage, a middle loop and a base), and use C17200 Beryllium Copper as 
the material of four elastic sheets. The tough PLA is quite light and rigid, 
and therefore the gravities of the motion stage and middle loop can be 
neglected during the analysis. The rigid parts were fabricated by the 
Ultimaker extended 3D printer, and the infill density was set to be 80% 
to make the rigid parts were robust enough but cost effective. The 
prototype is then made by assembly as shown in Fig. 17, where the 
elastic sheets are connected to the rigid parts by using an Araldite Rapid 
Adhesive. The dominant parameters of the prototype are shown in 
Table 8. 

5.4.2. Test methods and results 
In Fig. 17(a), point 1 and OM denote the two loading positions on the 

motion stage. The distance between point 1 and OM is denoted by Lr that 
is assigned to 45 (mm). A TA. Hd plus Texture static test system is 
employed to test the rotational stiffness. This system can exert a series of 
prescribed compressive displacements at point 1 (denoted by Δy) and 
collect the corresponding reaction forces (denoted by Fr). A load cell of 5 
(kg) is selected with a force resolution of 0.1 (g). The normalized mo-
ments and rotations about the ZJ-axis can be calculated using Eqs. (34) 
and (35) [7], respectively. 

mzJ = frlr (34)  

where, lr = Lr/Ld and fr = FrLd
2/(EIz). 

θzJ = arctan
(
Δy
/

Lr
)

(35) 

The base of the prototype is fixed on the platform of the TA. Hd plus 
Texture system. Δy is set to range from 0 to 1 (mm) with the loading 
speed of the probe of 0.02 (mm/s). Four different add-on masses are 
stuck at OM individually, as shown in Fig. 17(b), including 0, 60 (g), 80 
(g), and 100 (g). The total experimental time is 1 (mm) / 0.02 (mm/s) =
50 (s). We calculated the average normalized moment and rotations 
every 3 (s) from 8 (s) to 46 (s) because the Fr-Δy relations have no large 
fluctuations starting from 10 (s) onwards as recorded by the TA. Hd plus 
Texture system. The mzJ-θzJ relations using the NM II results and the 

Fig. 17. (Color online) The prototype of the anti-buckling universal joint: (a) the top view, and (b) the front view.  

Table 8 
Parameters of the anti-buckling universal joint.  

C17200 Beryllium Copper Yield stress: 172 (MPa); Young’s modulus: 
125 (GPa); Poisson’s ratio: 0.3; density: 
8250 kg/m3. 

Geometric parameters (Length unit: 
mm) 

LJ HJ L U T λ α 
55 38 25 16 0.3 0.4 π/4  
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experimental results are depicted in Fig. 18(a) and (b), respectively. 
Their minimum and maximum differences are 0.2% and 7.5%, respec-
tively. The rotational stiffness slightly decreases with the increase of the 
add-on masses, which validates the conclusion of Section 5.2.1. The 
average rotational stiffness under each loading condition is summarized 
in Table 9. 

6. Design and analysis of bi-directional anti-buckling universal 
joints 

In this section, two novel bi-directional anti-buckling universal joints 
are designed, and each design includes four tensile sheets and four 
compressive sheets. The main difference between the two designs is the 
number of middle loops. Design I has a middle loop and design II has two 
middle loops. We only consider six loading scenarios acting at the 
rotational center for each design and present the nonlinear spatial model 
with verification by the FEA models. For each design, L, U, and T are still 
fixed at 150 (mm), 15 (mm), 0.75 (mm), respectively; λ = 0.5; α = π/4; 
LJ, HJ, and LN equal 140 (mm), 198 (mm), and 180 (mm), respectively. 
Here, LN is the outer radius of designs I or II. Ld is equal to (4LN

2+HJ
2)1/2. 

ODI-XDIYDIZDI and ODII-XDIIYDIIZDII denote the global coordinate systems 
of design I and II, respectively. The FEA rotational results of the two 
designs are also calculated by the coordinate transformation method, 

Fig. 18. (Color online) mzJ-θzJ comparison: (a) the NM II results, and (b) the experimental results with deviations.  

Table 9 
The average normalized rotational stiffness of the anti-buckling universal joint 
under different add-on masses.  

Add-on mass (g) Experimental results NM II results Max differences (%) 

0 11.10 10.35 7.3 
60 10.13 9.58 5.8 
80 9.73 9.20 5.8 
100 9.32 8.90 4.7  

Fig. 19. (Color online) The description of design I: (a) the view through the XDIYDI plane and the explored views, (b) the schematic diagram of design I, and (c) the 
top view of the BA-CSP-1 in design I. 
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which is already detailed at the beginning of Section 5.1. 

6.1. Design I 

The description of design I can be seen in Fig. 19(a), which includes 
two bi-directional anti-buckling cross-spring pivots (BA-CSPs) arranged 
in series. We use BA-CSP-1 to denote the BA-CSP connecting the base 
and the middle loop, and use BA-CSP-2 to denote the BA-CSP connecting 
the middle loop and the motion stage. A BA-CSP consists of an IS-CSP 
and a NIS-CSP arranged in a parallel arrangement. Under a compres-
sive form on the mechanism, the inner four sheets of design I are under 
tensile forces and the outer four sheets of design I are under compressive 
forces. Fig. 19(b) shows the schematic diagram of design I. SN1 and SN2 

denote the free ends of the two compressive sheets of the BA-CSP-1 as 
depicted in Fig. 19(c). 

Each BA-CSP is regarded as a basic unit of design I. The nonlinear 
spatial model of design I can be modeled as the two BA-CSPs connected 
in a serial arrangement, which can be derived easily by replacing the 
nonlinear spatial model of the IS-CSP-i in an anti-buckling universal 
joint in Section 3.3 with the nonlinear spatial model of the BA-CSP-i (i =
1 or 2). Similar to the derivation in Section 3.3, Osi-XsiYsiZsi can denote 
the local coordinate system of the BA-CSP-i. 

The nonlinear spatial model of the BA-CSP-1 of design I is derived 
based on Eqs. (36) through (41). The translational compatibility con-
dition of the BA-CSP-1 is described in Eqs. (36) and (37). 

Fig. 20. (Color online) The NM II and FEA results of design I when three moments act at ODI: (a) dxDI (Max Diff: 6.7%), dyDI (Max Diff: 5.0%), dzDI (Max Diff: 6.7%), 
(b) θxDI (Max Diff: 1.9%), θyDI (Max Diff: 3.7%), θzDI (Max Diff: 1.8%), and (c) the total displacement of the FEA model with the base hidden under MzDI = 0.07 (N∙m). 

Fig. 21. (Color online) The description of design II: (a) the view through the XDIIYDII plane and the explored views, and (b) the schematic diagram of design II.  

Fig. 22. (Color online) The NM II and FEA results of design II when three moments act at ODII: (a) dxDII (Max Diff: 3.9%), dyDII (Max Diff: 6.4%), dzDII (Max Diff: 
3.1%), (b) θxDII (Max Diff: 1.8%), θyDII (Max Diff: 3.6%), θzDII (Max Diff: 1.8%), and (c) the total displacement of the FEA model with the base hidden and the yellow 
mid-loop hidden under MzDII = 0.07 (N∙m). 
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⎡

⎣
dxi
dyi
dzi

⎤

⎦ = Rzi(βi)(RsBA1Si − Si) +

⎡

⎣
dxsBA1
dysBA1
dzsBA1

⎤

⎦ (36)  

⎡

⎣
dxNi
dyNi
dzNi

⎤

⎦ = RzNi(δi)(RsBA1SNi − SNi) +

⎡

⎣
dxsBA1
dysBA1
dzsBA1

⎤

⎦ (37)  

where, i = 1 or 2; RsBA1 denotes a rotational matrix of the BA-CSP-1 with 
respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 and the rotational sequence is determined to be 
the same as Eq. (3); Rzi (βi) is already shown in Eq. (9) and Si can be 
found in Eq. (7); dxNi, dyNi, and dzNi denote the normalized displacements 
of the compressive sheets with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1; dxsBA1, dysBA1, 
dzsBA1, θxsBA1, θysBA1, and θzsBA1 denote the normalized displacements 
and rotations of the BA-CSP-1 with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, respectively; 
SNi denotes the normalized coordinates of point SNi with respect to Os1- 
Xs1Ys1Zs1 of the motion stage; SN1 = [− λlasinα, − hN, − lN]T, SN2 =

[λlasinα, − hN, lN]T, and lN = LN/Ld; RzNi (δi) denotes a rotation by δi about 
the zi-axis in the oi-xiyizi coordinate system of a compressive single sheet, 
which is expressed as Eq. (38). 

RzNi =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cosδi − sinδi 0

sinδi cosδi 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

δ1 = − π/2 − α and δ2 = − π/2 + α

(38) 

The rotational compatibility condition of the BA-CSP-1 is derived in 
Eqs. (39) and (40). 

Ri = Rzi(βi)RsBA1R− 1
zi (βi) (39)  

RNi = RzNi(δi)RsBA1R− 1
zNi(δi) (40)  

where, i = 1 or 2; RNi denotes a rotational matrix of a compressive sheet, 
the rotational sequence of which is the same as Eq. (1). 

The load-equilibrium condition of the BA-CSP-1 is derived in Eq. 
(41). 
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxsBA1
fysBA1
fzsBA1
mxsBA1
mysBA1
mzsBA1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=
∑2

i=1
DpSi

TRzzi
T

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxi
fyi
fzi
mxi
myi
mzi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+
∑2

i=1
DpNi

TRzzNi
T

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxNi
fyNi
fzNi
mxNi
myNi
mzNi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(41)  

where, i = 1 or 2; fxsBA1, fysBA1, fzsBA1, mxsBA1, mysBA1, and mzsBA1 denote 
the normalized loads of the BA-CSP-1 with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1; fxNi, 
fyNi, fzNi, mxNi, myNi, and mzNi denote the normalized loads of a 
compressive sheet; Dpsi and Si are expressed the same as Eq. (7) except 
for Si* = RsBA1Si; DpNi denotes a 6 × 6 translational matrix for point SNi, 
which is defined as Eq. (42). 

DpNi =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

I3×3

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 S*
Ni(3, 1) − S*

Ni(2, 1)
− S*

Ni(3, 1) 0 S*
Ni(1, 1)

S*
Ni(2, 1) − S*

Ni(1, 1) 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

03×3 I3×3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(42) 

SNi* denotes the normalized coordinates of point SNi with respect to 
Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 after motions of the motion stage, and equal SNi*=
RsBA1SNi; RzzNi denotes a 6 × 6 rotational matrix about the zi-axis, which 
is formulated as Eq. (43) and RzNi (δi) refers to Eq. (38). 

RzzNi(δi) =

[
RzNi(δi) 03×3

03×3 RzNi(δi)

]

(43) 

In Fig. 19(c), Sj and SNj (j = 3 or 4) denote the free ends of tensile and 

compressive sheets of the BA-CSP-2. Sj and SNj (j = 3 or 4) denote 
normalized coordinates of Sj and SNj with respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, 
respectively. The nonlinear spatial model of the BA-CSP-2 can also be 
derived similarly by replacing dxsBA1, dysBA1, dzsBA1, θxsBA1, θysBA1, θzsBA1, 
fxsBA1, fysBA1, fzsBA1, mxsBA1, mysBA1, and mzsBA1 with those of the BA-CSP- 
2 in Eqs. (36) through (41); replacing S1 and S2 with S3 and S4 in Eq. 
(36), respectively; replacing SN1 and SN2 with SN3 and SN4 in Eq. (37), 
respectively; replacing RsBA1 with RsBA2 in Eqs. (36) through (40); 
replacing S1* and S2* with S3* and S4* in Eq. (41), respectively; 
replacing SN1* and SN2* with SN3* and SN4* in Eq. (41), respectively; S3 
= [λlasinα, − h, − ls]T; S4 = [− λlasinα, − h, ls]T; S3* = RsBA2S3; S4* =
RsBA2S4; SN3 = [− λlasinα, − hN, lN]T; SN4 = [λlasinα, − hN, − lN]T; SN3* =
RsBA2SN3; SN4* = RsBA2SN4. 

We use dxDI, dyDI, dzDI, and θxDI, θyDI, θzDI to denote the normalized 
displacements and rotations of design I with respect to ODI-XDIYDIZDI; 
use mxDI, myDI, and mzDI to denote the normalized moments of design I 
with respect to ODI-XDIYDIZDI. The loading position is the rotational 
center of design I, h = λlacosα and hN = − λlacosα. When MxDI and MyDI 
are constant at 0.02 (N∙m) and 0.01 (N∙m), respectively, MzDI ranges 
from 0.02 (N∙m) to 0.07 (N∙m) with a step of 0.005 (N∙m), the NM II 
and FEA results are shown in Fig. 20(a) and (b). dyDI is much larger than 
dxDI and dzDI, which increases greatly with the increase of mzdI. When 
MzDI = 0.07 (N∙m), the FEA simulation picture of design I is described as 
Fig. 20(c). 

6.2. Design II 

The description of design II is shown in Fig. 21(a), including a 
traditional universal joint and an anti-buckling universal joint in a 
parallel arrangement. The outer four sheets of design II are under 
compressive forces, which forms a traditional universal joint. The inner 
four sheets of design II are under tensile forces, which forms an anti- 
buckling universal joint. Four tensile sheets and four compressive 
sheets are connected to the green and yellow middle loops, respectively. 
The schematic diagram of design II is visible in Fig. 21(b). 

The anti-buckling universal joint and traditional universal joint are 
regarded as two basic units of design II. The nonlinear spatial model of 
the anti-buckling universal joint is given in Section 3.3. The nonlinear 
spatial model of a traditional universal joint can be modeled by 
replacing the nonlinear spatial models of the IS-CSPs with those of NIS- 
CSPs in Section 3.3. We use NIS-CSP-1 to denote the NIS-CSP connecting 
the base and the yellow middle loop, and use NIS-CSP-2 to denote the 
NIS-CSP connecting the yellow middle loop and the motion stage. The 
nonlinear spatial model of the NIS-CSP-1 is derived based on Eqs. (44) 
through (46). The description of the NIS-CSP-1 (or NIS-CSP-2) of the 
traditional universal joint is shown in Fig. 21(b). Similar to the deriva-
tion in Section 3.3, Osi-XsiYsiZsi can denote a local coordinate system of 
the NIS-CSP-i. The translational and rotational compatibility conditions 
of the NIS-CSP-1 are derived as Eqs. (44) and (45), respectively. 
⎡

⎣
dxNi
dyNi
dzNi

⎤

⎦ = RzNi(δi)(RNs1SNi − SNi) +

⎡

⎣
dxsN1
dysN1
dzsN1

⎤

⎦ (44)  

RNi = RzNi(δi)RNs1R− 1
zNi(δi) (45)  

where, i = 1 or 2; RNsi denotes a rotational matrix of the NIS-CSP-i with 
respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi in a certain rotational sequence; dxsN1, dysN1, dzsN1, 
θxsN1, θysN1, and θzsN1 denote the normalized displacements and rota-
tions of the NIS-CSP-1 with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1; RzNi (δi) refers to 
Eq. (38). 

The load-equilibrium condition of the NIS-CSP-1 is derived in Eq. 
(46). 
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⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxsN1
fysN1
fzsN1
mxsN1
mysN1
mzsN1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=
∑2

i=1
DpNi

TRzzNi
T

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fxNi
fyNi
fzNi
mxNi
myNi
mzNi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(46)  

where, i = 1 or 2; fxsN1, fysN1, fzsN1, mxsN1, mysN1, and mzsN1 denote the 
normalized loads of the NIS-CSP-1 with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1; DpNi 
and RzzNi are already derived as Eqs. (42) and (43), respectively. 

The nonlinear spatial model of the NIS-CSP-2 can be formulated 
similarly by replacing dxsN1, dysN1, dzsN1, θxsN1, θysN1, θzsN1, fxsN1, fysN1, 
fzsN1, mxsN1, mysN1, and mzsN1 with those of the NIS-CSP-2 in Eqs. (44) 
through (46); replacing SN1 and SN2 with SN3 and SN4 in Eq. (44), 
respectively; replacing RNs1 with RNs2 in Eqs. (44) and (45); replacing 
SN1* and SN2* with SN3*and SN4* in Eq. (46), respectively; SN1, SN2, SN3, 
and SN4 are the same to those in Section 6.1; SN1* = RNs1SN1; SN2* =
RNs1SN2; SN3* = RNs2SN3; SN4* = RNs2SN4. 

Finally, the translational and rotational compatibility conditions, the 
load-equilibrium condition of design II are derived in Eqs. (47) through 
(49). 

dxJ = dxJN = dxDII;

dyJ = dyJN = dyDII;

dzJ = dzJN = dzDII

(47)  

θxJ = θxJN = θxDII;

θyJ = θyJN = θyDII;

θzJ = θzJN = θzDII

(48)  

fxDII = fxJ + fxJN;

fyDII = fyJ + fyJN;

mxDII = mxJ + mxJN

(49)  

where, dxDII, dyDII, dzDII θxDII, θyDII, and θzDII denote the normalized dis-
placements and rotations of design II with respect to ODII-XDIIYDIIZDII; 
OJN-XJNYJNZJN denote the global coordinate system of the traditional 
universal joint, whose definition is the same as OJ-XJYJZJ; dxJN, dyJN, 
dzJN θxJN, θyJN, and θzJN denote the normalized displacements and ro-
tations of the traditional universal joint with respect to OJN-XJNYJNZJN; 
fxJN, fyJN, fzJN mxJN, myJN, and mzJN denote the normalized loads of the 
traditional universal joint with respect to OJN-XJNYJNZJN; mxDII, myDII, 
and mzDII denote the normalized moments of design II with respect to 
ODII-XDIIYDIIZDII. 

The loading conditions are the same as those in Section 6.1, and the 
NM II and FEA results are illustrated in Fig. 22(a) and (b). Contrasted to 
the results of design I, the normalized center shift of design II is larger, 
but their rotations are close under the same loading condition. When 
MzDII = 0.07 (N∙m), the FEA simulation figure of design II is depicted as 
Fig. 22(c). 

7. Conclusions 

A new compliant anti-buckling universal joint composed of two 
inversion-based symmetric cross-spring pivots (IS-CSPs) has been 
presented in this paper, which is robust to avoid buckling under 
compressive forces. This paper has particularly derived the gener-
alized relationship, between three rotational angles of each sheet and 
those of the resulting compliant parallel (or serial) mechanism in 
terms of rotational sequences, and introduced the nonlinear spatial 
analysis of compliant mechanisms using the beam constraint model 
(BCM). Two nonlinear spatial models (NM I and NM II) of an IS-CSP 

and of an anti-buckling universal joint have been derived under 
different loading conditions including point loads cable forces, by 
utilizing two single-sheet models. The center shifts, rotations, load- 
dependent rotational and bearing stiffness of the anti-buckling 
joint have been analyzed using the NM I and NM II, and also simu-
lated by the nonlinear FEA. A prototype of the anti-buckling uni-
versal joint has been fabricated and experimentally tested. Two new 
bi-directional anti-buckling universal joints were also designed, and 
their nonlinear spatial models were derived using NM II. The main 
results are summarized below.  

• The proposed two nonlinear spatial models (NM I and NM II) have an 
acceptable accuracy. The maximum differences between NM I (or 
NM II) and nonlinear FEA results are less than 7.4% except those of 
axial displacements and torsional rotations. The NM I and NM II 
results can describe the spatial performance characteristics in a 
similar way. In contrast to NM I, NM II is less simple but more ac-
curate, of which the rotational sequences and coupling nonlinearities 
are included.  

• The anti-buckling universal joint is similar to an IS-CSP in terms of 
the effects of their geometric parameters and loading conditions on 
their center shifts, rotations, and load-dependent rotational stiffness.  

• The anti-buckling universal joint can address the buckling issue in 
two aspects under a series of compressive forces. The possibility of 
increasing its rotational stiffness is high and its axial (bearing) 
stiffness can always maintain a high value without a second-order 
buckling.  

• Experiments on the load-dependent rotational stiffness of the anti- 
buckling universal joint confirm the accuracy of the proposed 
nonlinear spatial models. The maximum difference between NM II 
and experimental results is 7.5%.  

• In the analysis of the two new bi-directional anti-buckling universal 
joints in terms of center shifts and rotations, the maximum difference 
between NM II and FEA results is 6.7%. 

In the future, the performance characteristics of the two new bi- 
directional anti-buckling universal joints will be fully analyzed. 
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Appendix A 

The nonlinear spatial (kinetostatic) model of a single sheet using NM I is derived as Eqs. (A.1) through (A.4).   

[
fyil2

a

mzila

]

=

[
12 − 6
− 6 4

][
dyi
/

la
θzi

]

+ fxil2
a

[
6/5 − 1/10

− 1/10 2/15

][
dyi
/

la
θzi

]

(A.2)  

[
fzil2

a

− myila

]

= η2
[

12 − 6
− 6 4

][
dzi/la
− θyi

]

+ fxil2
a

[
6/5 − 1/10

− 1/10 2/15

][
dzi/la
− θyi

]

(A.3)  

θx i = 0.5mxi(1+ v)la + 0.5(1+ v)
[
12(η − 1)dyidzi

/
l2
a +
(
6η+ 0.1fxil2

a

)
θyidyi

/
la +

(
6+ 0.1fxil2

a

)
θzidzi

/
la
]

(A.4)  

where, i = 1 or 2; η = U/T; v is the Poisson’s ratio. 

Appendix B 

The nonlinear spatial (kinetostatic) model of a single sheet using NM II is shown as Eqs. (B.1) through (B.4). 

dxi

la
=

fxil2
a

ka
− [ dyi

/
la θzi θxi ]

(
H2
/

2 + fxil2
aH5
)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dyi
/

la

θzi

θxi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (B.1)  

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

fyil2
a

mzila

mxila

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ = H1

⎡

⎣
dyi
/

la
θzi
θxi

⎤

⎦+
(
fxil2

aH2 + fzil2
aH3 +myilaH4

)

⎡

⎣
dyi
/

la
θzi
θxi

⎤

⎦+
(
fxi

2l4
aH5 + fzi

2l4
aH6 + fzimyil3

aH7 +myi
2l2

aH8
)

⎡

⎣
dyi
/

la
θzi
θxi

⎤

⎦ (B.2)  

dzi

la
= fzil2

a

(
r
3
+

1
κks

)

−
myilar

2
+
[

fzil2
a myila fxil2

a

]
C1

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fzil2
a

myila

fxil2
a

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
− [ dyi

/
la θzi θxi ](H3/2)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dyi
/

la

θzi

θxi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

− [ dyi
/

la θzi θxi ]
(
fzil2

aH6 + myilaH7
/

2 + fxifzil4
aC2 + fximyil3

aC3
)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dyi
/

la

θzi

θxi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(B.3)  

dx i

la
= fx i

t2

12
+ [ dyi

/
la θzi ]

[
− 3/5 1/20

1/20 − 1/15

][
dyi
/

la

θzi

]

+ fx il
2
a [ dyi

/
la θzi ]

[
1/700 − 1/1400

− 1/1400 11/6300

][
dyi
/

la

θzi

]

+
[ dzi/la − θyi ]

[
− 3/5 1/20
1/20 − 1/15

][
dzi/la
− θyi

]

+ fx il
2
a [ dzi/la − θyi ]

[
1/700 − 1/1400

− 1/1400 11/6300

][
dzi/la
− θyi

]

(A.1)   
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θyi = −
fzil2

ar
2

+ myilar +
[

fzil2
a myila fxil2

a

]
C4

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fzil2
a

myila

fxil2
a

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
− [ dyi

/
la θzi θxi ](H4/2 + H9)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dyi
/

la

θzi

θxi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

− [ dyi
/

la θzi θxi ]
(
fzil2

aH7
/

2 + myilaH8 + fxifzil4
aC5 + fximyil3

aC6
)

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dyi
/

la

θzi

θxi

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(B.4) 

where, i = 1 or 2; Iy denotes the cross-section moment of inertia about the yi-axis, which is expressed as Iy = TU3/12; κ = 10(1 + v)/(12+11v); ka =

UTL2/Iz; kt = GJ/(EIz); ks = GUTL2/(EIz); r = Iz/Iy; H1 through H9, C1 through C5, and J are formulated as Eqs. (B.5) through (B.7), respectively. 

H1 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

12 − 6 0

− 6 4 0

0 0 kt

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

6/5 − 1/10 0

− 1/10 2/15 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H3 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0

0 0 − 1/6

0 − 1/6 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H4 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 − 1

0 0 1

− 1 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H5 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

− 1/700 1/1400 0

1/1400 11/6300 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;

H6 =
1
kt

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

− 3/35 1/105 0

1/105 − 13/1260 0

0 0 − 1/180

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H7 =

1
kt

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1/5 − 1/30 0

− 1/30 1/15 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H8 =

1
kt

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

− 1/5 1/10 0

1/10 − 2/15 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;H9 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(B.5)  

C1 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 − r2/15

0 0 5r2/48

− r2/15 5r2/48 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;C2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

415r + 14
12600kt

−
245r + 6
50400kt

0

−
245r + 6
50400kt

235r + 8
12600kt

0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

;C3 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−
40r + 14

700kt

30r + 1
600kt

0

30r + 1
600kt

−
410r + 33
50400kt

0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

;

C4 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 5r2/48

0 0 − r2/6

5r2/48 − r2/6 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦;C5 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−
35r + 1
700kt

403r + 7
4200kt

0

403r + 7
4200kt

−
835r + 103

25200kt
0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

;C6 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

4r + 1
350kt

−
190r + 3
2100kt

0

−
190r + 3
2100kt

175r + 22
6300kt

0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(B.6)  

J =
2T3U3

7T2 + 7U2

(
1.167η5 + 29.49η4 + 30.9η3 + 100.9η2 + 30.38η + 29.41

η5 + 25.91η4 + 41.58η3 + 90.43η2 + 41.74η + 25.21

)

(B.7)  

Appendix C 

The relationship between the rotational angles of a local coordinate system and those of a global coordinate system with consideration of rotational 
sequences in a parallel mechanism is derived as followed. 

Assume a vector in a 3D space (denoted by ξ), which is transformed into another vector (denoted by τ) after specialized rotations. sξ denotes the 
vector ξ expressed in the global coordinate system Os-XsYsZs, and iξ denotes the vector ξ expressed in the local coordinate system oi-xiyizi. Then we can 
describe the relation between ξ and τ with respect to oi-xiyizi and Os-XsYsZs, as derived in Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2), respectively. 
iτ = Ri

iξ (C.1)  

sτ = Rs
sξ (C.2)  

where, Ri and Rs denote the rotational matrices in a certain rotational sequence with respect to oi-xiyizi and Os-XsYsZs, respectively. 
The relationship between oi-xiyizi and Os-XsYsZs can be derived in Eq. (C.3). 

[xi , yi , zi]
T
= Rφ[xs , ys , zs]

T (C.3)  

where, Rφ is a rotational matrix describing that when oi-xiyizi rotating about the xi, yi, and zi-axes in a certain rotational sequence, and the directions of 
xi, yi, and zi-axes are the same as those of the Xs, Ys, and Zs-axes. 

Therefore, we have the relationships between iξ and sξ, iτ and sτ using Eq. (C.3), as shown in Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5), respectively. 
iξ = Rφ

sξ (C.4)  

iτ = Rφ
sτ (C.5) 

Substituting Eq. (C.5) into Eq. (C.1), we have Eq. (C.6). 

Rφ
sτ = Ri

iξ (C.6) 
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Substituting Eqs. (C.2) and (C.4) into Eq. (C.6), we have Eq. (C.7). 

RφRs = RiRφ (C.7) 

Therefore, a generalized relationship between the rotational angles of oi-xiyizi and those of Os-XsYsZs with consideration of rotational sequences in 
a parallel mechanism is formulated as Eq. (C.8). 

Ri = RφRsR− 1
φ or Rs = R− 1

φ RiRφ (C.8) 

In Section 3.2, the directions of o1-x1y1z1 are the same as those of Os-XsYsZs when o1-x1y1z1 rotates about the z1-axis by π/2− α. The relationship of 
the rotational angles between o1-x1y1z1 and Os-XsYsZs can be derived as Eq. (C.9), which is the same as Eq. (14). 

R1 = Rz1(π / 2 − α)RsR− 1
z1 (π / 2 − α) (C.9)  

Appendix D 

The relationship between the rotational angles of a local coordinate system and those of a global coordinate system with consideration of rotational 
sequences in a resulting mechanism is derived by a quaternion method. 

We use Ri and Rs to denote the rotational matrices with respect to the local and the global coordinate systems, respectively. Ri and Rs can be 
expressed in a quaternion method, denoted by Qi and Qs, as shown in Eqs. (D.1) and (D.2), respectively. 

Qi = [qi0, qi1, qi2, qi3] =
[
cos(θi / 2), uxisin(θi / 2), uyisin(θi / 2), uzisin(θi / 2)

]
(D.1)  

Qs = [qs0, qs1, qs2, qs3] =
[
cos(θs / 2), uxssin(θs / 2), uyssin(θs / 2), uzssin(θs / 2)

]
(D.2)  

where, Qi describes the local coordinate system rotating by θi about a unit vector ui = [uxi, uyi, uzi]T; Similarly, Qs describes the global coordinate 
system rotating by θs about a unit vector us = [uxs, uys, uzs]T. 

A rotation of vector (denoted by V) can be described in Eq. (D.3) by employing a rotational matrix or a quaternion number. 

RV = QVQ− 1 (D.3)    

(1) In a parallel mechanism 

When Rs is given as Eq. (D.4), Qs can be derived by using Eqs. (D.5) and (D.6). 

Rs = Rxs(θxs)Rzs(θzs)Rys
(
θys
)

(D.4)  

qs0 = 0.5{tr(Rs) + 1}0.5
; qs1 = {Rs(3, 2) − Rs(2, 3)}

/
(4qs0); qs2 = {Rs(1, 3) − Rs(3, 1)}

/
(4qs0); qs3 = {Rs(2, 1) − Rs(1, 2)}

/
(4qs0) (D.5)  

us =
[
uxs, uys, uzs

]
= [qs1, qs2, qs3]

/(
q2

s1 + q2
s2 + q2

s3

)0.5
; θs = 2arctan

{(
q2

s1 + q2
s2 + q2

s3

)0.5
/

qs0

}
(D.6) 

The direction of us is the same as that of ui by rotating θα about the unit vector uα, as shown in Eq. (D.7), which describes the relationship of the 
rotational angles between a oi-xiyizi and the Os-XsYsZs in a parallel mechanism. 

Qi = QαQsQ− 1
α (D.7)  

where, Qα is a unit quaternion number expressed as [cosθα/2, uα]; uα and θα are the unit vector and rotational angle determined by Qα, respectively. 
Finally, Ri can be derived from Qi. If we set Ri as Eq. (D.8), three rotational angles of Ri with respect to the local coordinate system can be derived as 

Eq. (D.9). 

Ri = Rxi(θxi)Rzi(θzi)Ryi
(
θyi
)

(D.8)  

θxi = arctan
(

Ri(3, 2)
Ri(2, 2)

)

; θyi = arctan
(

Ri(1, 3)
Ri(1, 1)

)

; θzi = arctan

⎛

⎜
⎝

− Ri(1, 2)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

Ri(1, 1)2
+ Ri(1, 3)2

√

⎞

⎟
⎠ (D.9)    

(1) In a serial mechanism 

Let us take the anti-buckling universal joint in Section 3.3 as an example, when the rotational matrices of the IS-CSP-1 and the IS-CSP-2 are given 
(denoted by Rs1 and Rs2), the corresponding quaternion number of the two IS-CSPs can be obtained (denoted by Qs1 and Qs2). We use QJ to denote the 
quaternion number of the anti-buckling universal joint, which can be expressed by a series of rotations as derived in Eq. (D.10). Qs1 rotates by θy1 about 
the unit vector of Qy1, the replaced quaternion number rotates by θ2 about the unit vector of Qs2, and the replaced quaternion number rotates by θy2 
about the unit vector of Qy2. Eq. (D.10) is the relationship of rotational angles between the two local coordinate systems (Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 and Os2- 
Xs2Ys2Zs2) and the global coordinate system (OJ-XJYJZJ) in a serial mechanism. As RJ can be obtained by QJ, the three rotational angles of RJ with 
respect to the global coordinate system can be derived as Eq. (D.11). 
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QJ = Qs1Qy1Qs2Qy2 (D.10) 

where, Qy1 and Qy2 denote the quaternion numbers derived from the rotational matrices Ry1(π/2) and Ry2(− π/2), respectively; Ry1 and Ry2 are the 
rotational matrices rotating about the y-axis. 

θxJ = arctan
(

RJ(3, 2)
RJ(2, 2)

)

; θyJ = arctan
(

RJ(1, 3)
RJ(1, 1)

)

; θzJ = arctan

⎛

⎜
⎝

− RJ(1, 2)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

RJ(1, 1)2
+ RJ(1, 3)2

√

⎞

⎟
⎠ (D.11)  

Appendix E 

The normalized linear model of an IS-CSP is formulated as below. 
The normalized scaler of an IS-CSP is equal to the length of a sheet, i.e., la = 1. A single sheet and an IS-CSP are described in Figs. 2 and 3 of Section 

3.2. The linear normalized model of a single sheet with respect to Oi-XiYiZi can be derived as Eq. (E.1) [65]. 

csheet
[

fxi fyi fzi mxi myi mzi
]T

= [ dxi dyi dzi θxi θyi θzi ]
T (E.1)  

where, i = 1 or 2; csheet is derived as Eq. (E.2). 

csheet =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

t2/12 0 0 0 0 0

0 1/3 0 0 0 1/2

0 0 (t/u)2
/

3 0 − (t/u)2
/

2 0

0 0 0 (1 + v)/2 0 0

0 0 − (t/u)2
/

2 0 (t/u)2 0

0 1/2 0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(E.2) 

The normalized coordinates of the free ends of the two sheets with respect to Os-XsYsZs are S1 = [λsinα, − h, ls]T, S2 = [− λsinα, − h,− ls]T, 
respectively. The normalized translational matrix (denoted by DSi) in a non-deformed condition is derived as Eq. (E.3). 

DSi =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

I3×3

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 Si(3, 1) − Si(2, 1)

− Si(3, 1) 0 Si(1, 1)

Si(2, 1) − Si(1, 1) 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

03×3 I3×3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, (i = 1 or 2) (E.3) 

The normalized compliance of the IS-CSP with respect to Os-XsYsZs is derived as Eq. (E.4). 

cIS− CSP =

(
∑2

i=1
DT

SiR
T
ziksheetRziDSi

)− 1

(E.4)  

where, ksheet denotes the normalized stiffness matrix of a single sheet, and ksheet = csheet
− 1; Rzi (βi) refers to Eq. (9). 

Fig. E.1. The effects of L, U, and T on cIS-CSP(6,6)/ cIS-CSP(5,5).  
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The torsional compliance of an IS-CSP is about axial direction, i.e., cIS-CSP(5,5) in Eq. (E.4). The DoF-compliance of an IS-CSP is about the rotational 
axis, i.e., cIS-CSP(6,6) in Eq. (E.4). The torsional compliance should usually be small for less twisting. When L, T, and U are constant, cIS-CSP(5,5) 
decreases with the increase of α in Fig. 9(d) of Section 4.2. Therefore, cIS-CSP(5,5) of α = 30◦ has the largest value when α takes 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦ As λ 
influences lightly on cIS-CSP(5,5), we take λ = 0.5 as an example. 

When α = 30◦, the closed-form equation of cIS-CSP(6,6)/cIS-CSP(5,5) is derived as Eq. (E.5). When L ranges from 100 (mm) to 150 (mm), U ranges 
from 10 (mm) to 20 (mm), and T takes four different values, the effects of L, U, and T on this ratio is shown in Fig. E.1. The ratio increases with the 
increase of U significantly and decreases with the increase of T, and L has less effect on the ratio. When L = 150 (mm) and α = 30◦, U should be at least 
15 (mm) to keep the ratio greater than 100 for less twisting. 

cIS− CSP(6, 6)
cIS− CSP(5, 5)

=
0.4
(
8.459L2T2 + 1.875U2L2 + 2.820T4 + 750.625U2T2

)

(
3L2 + T2

)
T2

(E.5)  

Appendix F 

Some corresponding figures of the simulation in Sections 4.1 and 5.1 are shown as below 
In Section 4.1, some corresponding FEA simulation figures of each loading condition are shown in Figs. F.1 through F.3.  

(1) The loads are applied on the rotational center through the rigid rod as shown in Fig. F.1(a). In the in-plane loads’ condition, when α=30◦, λ=
0.1, 0.2 or 0.3, the FEA simulation figures of an IS-CSP are shown in Fig. F.1.  

(2) In the three-moment condition, when α=45◦, λ= 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9, the FEA simulation figures of an IS-CSP are shown in Fig. F.2.  
(3) In the cable-force condition, when λ= 0.4, α=30◦, 45◦ or 60◦, the FEA simulation figures of an IS-CSP are shown in Fig. F.3. 

In Section 5.1, the FEA simulation figures are shown in Figs. F.4 and F.5, and the base is hidden here for a clear sheet deformation. 

Fig. F.1. The FEA simulation of an IS-CSP with in-plane loads: (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 0.2, and (c) λ = 0.3.  

Fig. F.2. The FEA simulation of an IS-CSP with three moments: (a) λ = 0.7, (b) λ = 0.8, and (c) λ = 0.9.  
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(1) In the three moments and a compressive axial force condition, the compressive axial force acts at the rotational center by the rigid rod as shown 
in Fig. F.4(a). When α = 60◦, λ = 0.1, 0.5 or 0.9, the FEA simulation figures of an anti-buckling universal joint are shown in Fig. F.4.  

(2) In the cable-force condition, when λ = 0.4, α = 30◦, 45◦ or 60◦, the FEA simulation figures of an anti-buckling universal joint are shown in 
Fig. F.5. 

Fig. F.4. The FEA simulation of an anti-buckling universal joint under three moments and a compressive axial force: (a) λ = 0.1, (b) λ = 0.5, and (c) λ = 0.9.  

Fig. F.5. The FEA simulation of an anti-buckling universal joint driven by cable forces: (a) α = 30◦, (b) α = 45◦, and (c) α = 60◦

Fig. F.3. The FEA simulation of an IS-CSP with cable forces: (a) α = 30◦, (b) α = 45◦, and (c) α = 60◦
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Appendix G 

The results for Figs. 8 and 14 at Fcab1=0.8 (N), Tables 4 and 7are detailed as below. 
We mainly discussed the rotations and load-dependent effects of an IS-CSP and an anti-buckling universal joint in this paper. Fcab1 (or FcabJ1) ranges 

from 0.2 (N) to 0.8 (N), and the differences of normalized displacements and rotations between the NM II and FEA results are very small under Fcab1 (or 
FcabJ1) = 0.8 (N). Their results are provided in Table G.1. 

Appendix H: 

Nomenclature in the text is indicated as follows . 

Table G.3 
kmzJ-θzJ of an anti-buckling universal joint under different compressive axial forces at θzs = 0.02 (rad).  

h = λlacosα h = − Amgeo 

α kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

0(N) 
kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

− 1(N) 
kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

− 1.5(N) 
kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

− 2(N) 
α kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

0(N) 
kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

− 1(N) 
kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

− 1.5(N) 
kmzJ-θzJ if FyJ =

− 2(N) 

30◦ 4.56 4.27 4.11 3.94 30◦ 4.56 4.54 4.52 4.48 
45◦ 4.55 4.20 4.00 3.78 45◦ 4.55 4.53 4.50 4.45 
60◦ 4.53 4.05 3.76 3.44 60◦ 4.53 4.51 4.45 4.37  

Table H.1 
Abbreviations.  

BA-CSP Bi-directional anti-buckling cross spring pivot. 
DoF Degree of Freedom. 
DoC Degree of Constraint. 
FEA Finite Element Analysis. 
IS-CSP Inversion-based Symmetric Cross-Spring Pivot. 
NIS-CSP Non-Inversion-based Symmetric Cross-Spring Pivot. 
NM I Nonlinear Method I. 
NM II Nonlinear Method II.  

Table G.1 
The NM II and FEA results of an IS-CSP and an anti-buckling universal joint under Fcab1 (or FcabJ1) = 0.8 (N).  

Joint type α Results dxs × 10− 4 dys × 10− 4 dzs × 10− 5 θxs × 10− 4 θys × 10− 5 θzs × 10− 2 

IS-CSP  
(R joint) 

30◦ NM II 1.99 − 5.71 2.13 − 3.96 − 7.08 7.97 
FEA 1.92 − 5.29 2.22 − 3.85 − 7.50 7.73 

45◦ NM II 0.95 − 5.61 1.04 − 3.06 − 6.91 7.07 
FEA 0.92 − 5.20 1.13 − 2.99 − 7.11 6.85 

60◦ NM II 0.60 − 5.74 0.56 − 3.16 − 8.53 5.91 
FEA 0.58 − 5.34 0.64 − 3.12 − 8.66 5.72 

Anti-buckling universal joint 30◦ NM II 8.70 − 3.09 − 3.67 4.87 3.78 7.52 
FEA 8.30 − 3.06 − 3.67 4.74 3.54 7.24 

45◦ NM II 4.28 − 3.30 − 1.41 4.21 2.81 6.49 
FEA 4.07 − 3.29 − 1.43 4.10 2.65 6.25 

60◦ NM II 2.75 − 3.96 − 0.65 3.37 1.84 5.25 
FEA 2.59 − 4.02 − 0.68 3.28 1.73 5.06  

Table G.2 
kmzs-θzs of an IS-CSP under different compressive axial forces at θzs = 0.02 (rad).  

h = λlacosα h = − Amgeo 

α kmzs-θzs if Fys =

0 (N) 
kmzs-θzs if Fys =

− 2(N) 
kmzs-θzs if Fys =

− 3(N) 
kmzs-θzs if Fys =

− 4(N) 
α kmzs-θzs if Fys =

0 (N) 
kmzs-θzs if Fys =

− 2(N) 
kmzs-θzs if Fys =

− 3(N) 
kmzs-θzs if Fys =

− 4(N) 

30◦ 2.00 1.76 1.64 1.52 30◦ 2.00 2.00 1.99 1.98 
45◦ 2.00 1.70 1.55 1.41 45◦ 2.00 1.99 1.98 1.97 
60◦ 2.00 1.58 1.38 1.17 60◦ 2.00 1.98 1.97 1.95  
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Table H.2 
Symbols. (i = 1 or 2 and n = 1, 2, 3, or 4 in Table H.2).  

Am An expression for analyzing the load-dependent 
effects of an IS-CSP. 

Amgeo The value of Am due to the geometric 
parameters. 

An The point of a cable pully. 
An The normalized coordinate of point An. 
Bn The cable loading position of an IS-CSP. 
Bn The normalized coordinate of Bn with respect to 

Os-XsYsZs. 
Bn* The normalized coordinate of Bn relative to Os- 

XsYsZs after motions of the motion stage. 
BIn, BIIn For modeling the anti-buckling universal joint, 

they denote the normalized coordinates of cable 
positions of the IS-CSP-1 and IS-CSP-2 with 
respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, respectively. 

DpSi The normalized translational matrix of point Si 

in a deformed condition. 
DpNi The normalized translational matrix of point SNi 

in a deformed condition. 
DpBn The normalized translational matrix of point Bn 

in a deformed condition. 
DSi The normalized translational matrix of point Si 

in a non-deformed condition for linear analysis 
of an IS-CSP. 

dxc, dyc, dzc Normalized center shift of an IS-CSP with respect 
to Os-XsYsZs. 

dxcJ, dycJ, dzcJ Normalized center shift of an anti-buckling 
universal joint with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

dxi, dyi, dzi Normalized displacements of a tensile sheet at oi 

with respect to oi-xiyizi. 
dxNi, dyNi, dzNi Normalized displacements of a compressive 

sheet at oi with respect to oi-xiyizi. 
dxs, dys, dzs Normalized displacements of an IS-CSP at Os 

with respect to Os-XsYsZs. 
dxsi, dysi, dzsi Normalized displacements of an IS-CSP-i with 

respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for 
modeling an anti-buckling universal joint. 

dxsBAi, dysBAi, dzsBAi Normalized displacements of the BA-CSP-i with 
respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for 
modeling design I. 

dxsNi, dysNi, dzsNi Normalized displacements of the NIS-CSP-i with 
respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi. 

dxs2*, dys2*, dzs2* Normalized displacements of IS-CSP-2 of the 
anti-buckling universal joint with respect to 
Os2*-Xs2*Ys2*Zs2*. 

dxs3*, dys3*, dzs3* Normalized displacements of the motion stage of 
the anti-buckling universal joint with respect to 
Os3*-Xs3*Ys3*Zs3*. 

dxJ, dyJ, dzJ Normalized displacements of an anti-buckling 
universal joint at the origin OJ with respect to 
OJ-XJYJZJ. 

dxJN, dyJN, dzJN Normalized displacements of a traditional 
universal joint at the origin OJ with respect to 
OJN-XJNYJNZJN. 

dxDI, dyDI, dzDI Normalized displacements of design I with 
respect to ODI-XDIYDIZDI. 

dxDII, dyDII, dzDII Normalized displacements of design II with 
respect to ODII-XDIIYDIIZDII. 

E The Young’s modulus. 
fxi, fyi, fzi Normalized forces of a tensile sheet at oi with 

respect to oi-xiyizi. 
fxNi, fyNi, fzNi Normalized forces of a compressive sheet at oi 

with respect to oi-xiyizi. 
fxsi, fysi, fzsi, Normalized forces of IS-CSP-i acting at Osi with 

respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for 
modeling an anti-buckling universal joint or 
design I. 

fxsBAi, fysBAi, fzsBAi Normalized forces of the BA-CSP-i with respect 
to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for modeling design 
I. 

fxsNi, fysNi, fzsNi Normalized forces of the NIS-CSP-i acting at Os 

with respect to Os-XsYsZs, which is used for 
modeling a traditional universal joint. 

fcabn The normalized constant positive cable forces 
along a cable of an IS-CSP. 

fcabJn The normalized constant positive cable forces 
along a cable of an anti-buckling universal joint. 

fAn The normalized force to bend an IS-CSP.  

Table H.2 (continued ) 

fAJn The normalized force to bend an anti-buckling 
universal joint. 

fxBn, fyBn, fzBn fAn components acting at oBn of an IS-CSP with 
respect to Os-XsYsZs. 

fxQn, fyQn, fzQn Normalized cable-force components acting at 
oQn of an anti-buckling universal joint with 
respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

fxBIn, fyBIn, fzBIn fAJn components with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 at 
point Bn of IS-CSP-1, which is used for modeling 
the anti-buckling universal joint. 

fxBIIn, fyBIIn, fzBIIn fAJn components with respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2 at 
point Bn of IS-CSP-2, which is used for modeling 
the anti-buckling universal joint. 

fxJ, fyJ, fzJ Normalized forces of an anti-buckling universal 
joint acting at OJ with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

fxJN, fyJN, fzJN Normalized forces of a traditional universal joint 
acting at OJ with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

HJ The height of the middle loop of the anti- 
buckling universal joint, design I or design II. 

h The normalized parameter of an IS-CSP or an 
anti-buckling universal joints depends on the 
loading position. 

hN The normalized parameter of the NIS-CSP 
depends on the loading position. 

Iz The cross-section moment of inertia about the zi- 
axis of a single sheet. 

Iy The cross-section moment of inertia about the yi- 
axis of a single sheet. 

κ, ka, kt, Parameters for the nonlinear spatial model of a 
single sheet applying NM II. 

knom-fxs-dxs, knom-fys-dys, 
knom-fzs-dzs, 

The nominal stiffness along the Xs, Ys, Zs-axes of 
an IS-CSP. 

knom-mxs-θxs, knom-mys-θys, 
knom-mzs-θzs, 

The nominal stiffness about the Xs, Ys, Zs-axes of 
an IS-CSP. 

kmzs-θzs Normalized rotational stiffness of an IS-CSP due 
to mzs. 

kfys-dys, kfzs-dzs. Normalized translational stiffness of an IS-CSP 
due to fys and fzs, respectively. 

kmzJ-θzJ The normalized rotational stiffness of an anti- 
buckling universal joint due to mzJ. 

kfyJ-dyJ, kfzJ-dzJ, Normalized translational stiffness of an anti- 
buckling universal joint due to fyJ and fzJ, 
respectively. 

kmyJ-θyJ The normalized rotational stiffness of an anti- 
buckling universal joint due to myJ. 

L The length of a single sheet. 
Ld The length normalized scaler. 
LJ The radius of the anti-buckling universal joint. 
LN The outer radius of design I and II. 
Ls The vertical distance from the free end of a sheet 

to the rotational center of an IS-CSP. 
la The normalized L. 
ls The normalized Ls. 
mxi, myi, mzi Normalized moments of a tensile sheet at oi with 

respect to oi-xiyizi. 
mxNi, myNi, mzNi Normalized moments of a compressive sheet at oi 

with respect to oi-xiyizi. 
mxsi, mysi, mzsi, Normalized moments of an IS-CSP-i acting at Osi 

with respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for 
modeling an anti-buckling universal joint. 

mxsBAi, mysBAi, mzsBAi Normalized moments of the BA-CSP-i with 
respect to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for 
modeling the design I. 

mxsNi, mysNi, mzsNi Normalized moments of the NIS-CSP-i acting at 
Os with respect to Os-XsYsZs, which is used for 
modeling a traditional universal joint. 

mxJ, myJ, mzJ Normalized moments acting on the motion stage 
of the anti-buckling universal joint with respect 
to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

mxJN, myJN, mzJN Normalized moments of a traditional universal 
joint acting at OJ with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

mxDI, myDI, mzDI Normalized moments of design I with respect to 
ODI-XDIYDIZDI. 

mxDII, myDII, mzDII Normalized moments of design II with respect to 
ODII-XDIIYDIIZDII. 

oi-xiyizi The local coordinate system of a sheet. 
Os-XsYsZs The global mobile coordinate system of an IS- 

CSP. 

(continued on next page) 
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Table H.2 (continued ) 

Osi-XsiYsiZsi The local coordinate system of the IS-CSP-i (or 
BA-CSP-i, NIS-CSP-i), which is used for modeling 
an anti-buckling universal joint (or design I, 
design II). 

Os2*-Xs2*Ys2*Zs2* The coordinate system after Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1 

rotating in a certain sequence, which is used for 
modeling the anti-buckling universal joint. 

Os3*-Xs3*Ys3*Zs3* The coordinate system after Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2 

rotating in a certain sequence, which is used for 
modeling the anti-buckling universal joint. 

oBn-xBnyBnzBn The local coordinate system of the IS-CSP at 
point Bn, whose directions are the same as those 
of Os-XsYsZs. 

OJ- XJYJZJ The global mobile coordinate system of an anti- 
buckling universal joint. 

OJN-XJNYJNZJN The global coordinate system of a traditional 
universal joint. 

oQn-xQnyQnzQn The local coordinate system of the anti-buckling 
universal joint at point Qn whose directions are 
the same as those of OJ-XJYJZJ. 

ODI-XDIYDIZDI, ODII-XDIIYDIIZDII Global coordinate systems of design I and II, 
respectively. 

Qn The cable loading position of an anti-buckling 
universal joint. 

Qn The normalized coordinate of point Qn relative 
to OJ-XJYJZJ after motions of the motion stage. 

Ri The rotational matrix of a single tensile sheet 
with respect to oi-xiyizi. 

RNi The rotational matrix of a single compressive 
sheet with respect to oi-xiyizi. 

Rxi, Ryi, Rzi Rotational matrices of a single tensile sheet 
rotating about the xi, yi, and zi-axes. 

Rzi (βi) A rotation by βi about the zi-axis in the oi-xiyizi 

coordinate system of a tensile single sheet. 
RzNi (δi) A rotation by δi about the zi-axis in the oi-xiyizi 

coordinate system of a compressive single sheet. 
RJ The rotational matrix of the anti-buckling 

universal joint’s motion stage with respect to OJ- 
XJYJZJ. 

Rsi The rotational matrix of an IS-CSP-i with respect 
to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for modeling the 
anti-buckling universal joint. 

RsBAi A rotational matrix of the BA-CSP-i with respect 
to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for modeling the 
design I. 

RNsi A rotational matrix of the NIS-CSP-i with respect 
to Osi-XsiYsiZsi, which is used for modeling design 
II. 

RYs2*(π/2) A rotation by π/2 about the Zs2*-axis in the Os2*- 
Xs2*Ys2*Zs2* coordinate system. 

RYs3*(− π/2) A rotation by − π/2 about the Zs3*-axis in the 
Os3*-Xs3*Ys3*Zs3* coordinate system. 

r The ratio of Iz to Iy. 
S1, S2 Tensile sheets’ free ends of pivot 1 with respect 

to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, where the pivot 1 includes the 
IS-CSP-1 and the BA-CSP-1. 

S3, S4 Tensile sheets’ free ends of pivot 2 with respect 
to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, where the pivot 2 includes the 
IS-CSP-2 and the BA-CSP-2. 

S1, S2 Normalized coordinates of S1 and S2 with respect 
to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, respectively. 

S3, S4 Normalized coordinates of S3 and S4 with respect 
to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, respectively. 

S1*, S2* Normalized coordinates of S1 and S2 after 
motions with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, 
respectively. 

S3*, S4* Normalized coordinates of S3 and S4 after 
motions with respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, 
respectively. 

SN1, SN2 Compressive sheets’ free ends of pivot 1 with 
respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, where the pivot 1 
includes the NIS-CSP-1 and the BA-CSP-1. 

SN3, SN4 Compressive sheets’ free ends of pivot 2 with 
respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, where the pivot 2 
includes the NIS-CSP-2 and the BA-CSP-2. 

SN1, SN2 Normalized coordinates of SN1 and SN2 with 
respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, respectively.  

Table H.2 (continued ) 

SN3, SN4 Normalized coordinates of SN3 and SN4 with 
respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, respectively. 

SN1*, SN2* Normalized coordinates of SN1 and SN2 after 
motions with respect to Os1-Xs1Ys1Zs1, 
respectively. 

SN3*, SN4* Normalized coordinates of SN3 and SN4 after 
motions with respect to Os2-Xs2Ys2Zs2, 
respectively. 

T The thickness of a sheet. 
t The normalized thickness of a sheet. 
U The width of a sheet. 
u The normalized width of a sheet. 
v The Poisson’s ratio. 
η The ratio of U to T. 
θxi, θyi, θzi Rotations of a tensile sheet with respect to oi- 

xiyizi. 
θxNi, θyNi, θzNi Rotations of a compressive sheet with respect to 

oi-xiyizi. 
θxs, θys, θzs Rotations of an IS-CSP with respect to Os-XsYsZs. 
θxsi, θysi, θzsi Rotations of an IS-CSP-i with respect to Osi- 

XsiYsiZsi, which is used for modeling an anti- 
buckling universal joint. 

θxsBAi, θysBAi, θzsBAi Rotations of the BA-CSP-i with respect to Osi- 
XsiYsiZsi, which is used for modeling the design I. 

θxsNi, θysNi, θzsNi Rotations of the NIS-CSP-i with respect to Osi- 
XsiYsiZsi. 

θxJ, θyJ, θzJ Rotations of an anti-buckling universal joint 
with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

θxJN, θyJN, θzJN Rotations of a traditional universal joint at the 
origin OJ with respect to OJ-XJYJZJ. 

θxDI, θyDI, θzDI Rotations of design I with respect to ODI- 
XDIYDIZDI. 

θxDII, θyDII, θzDII Rotations of design II with respect to ODII- 
XDIIYDIIZDII. 

α, λ Geometric parameters. 
μ Friction coefficient. 
γn The angle between fAn and fcabn of an IS-CSP. 
σn The angle between fAJn and fcabJn of an anti- 

buckling universal joint. 
ψ Change rate of kmzs-θzs of an IS-CSP. 
ψJ Change rate of kmzJ-θzJ of an anti-buckling 

universal joint. 
ΔXO, ΔYO, ΔZO, ΔXa, ΔYa, ΔZa, 

ΔXb, ΔYb, ΔZb, ΔXc, ΔYc, ΔZc 

Displacements of points OJ, a, b, and c obtained 
from the FEA model in an anti-buckling 
universal joint. 

* Results after motions.  
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